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ABSTRACT
Toupin, Eymond D. University of Manitoba, May 2000, Microscopic examination of
the effects of Ptr (Pyrenophora tntici-repentis) ToxA on wheat. Major Professor;

Dr. G.M. Ballance.
Tan spot is an important leaf-spotting disease of wheat which has become

more prevalent due to the adoption of conservation tillage practices. Certain
isolates of the ascomycete Pyrenophora Wici-repentis, the causal agent of tan spot,
are known to produce host-selective toxins which are involved in pathogenesis.
PtiToxA, which induces tan necrotic lesions in the leaves of sensitive wheat
genotypes, was the first of these toxins to be characterized, and is a 14 kDa
ribosomally-synthesized polypeptide. The purpose of this study was to examine the
effects of PtrToxA on sensitive wheat leaf tissue using light, fluorescence, and
transmission electron microscopy. The microscopie effects of the toxin were also
compared to those of freezing and thawing, desiccation of detached leaves, and
plasmolysis at the time of fixation. PtrToxA induces ceil disruption and collapse in
the mesophyll, epidermis and outer bundle sheath but not in the vascular bundle,
including the inner bundle sheath, or in the çtomatal guard cells. The walls of
collapsed cells, although severely deformed, did not lose a significant amount of
cellulose or polysaccharides with vicinal glycol groups. as indicated by calcofluor or

PAS staining respectively. These severely collapsed cells seemed to have wellpreserved thylakoidal membranes interspersed with large starch granules. This
indicates that the chloroplasts were not the prïmary targets of toxin activity. Certain
cells in the early stages of toxin-induced disruption appear to have a damaged
tonoplast, ss evidenced by the distribution of intact organelles throughout the cell
volume. Wall appositions, deposited between the plasma membrane and cell wall
of healthy-appearing cells in regions opposite toxin-affected cells, were often
observed. These wall appositions were at least partially composed of callose as
indicated by aniline blue staining. The wall appositions were frequentfy observed
in the vicinity of plasmodesmata connecüng healthy and toxin-affected cells. The

xvii
effect of PtrToxA on water relations, cell walls, and tonoplast are discussed with
respect to the potenüal site and mode of action of this toxin in sensitive wheat leaf
tissue.

INTRODUCTION
It is estimated that humans are consuming about 40% of the total net
photosynthetic productivity on land (Raven et al., 1992). The human population
depends on plants for the production of food, fibre, energy and chemicals. Wheat
iç

one of six crop plants which provides more than 80% of the total calories

consumed by human beings (Raven et al., 1992). Plant diseases, like tan spot of
wheat, can cause significant crop losses and are therefore detrimental to the health
and well-being of the world population.
Tan spot of wheat, caused by the ascomycete Pyrenophora tfiici-repentis,
seems to have become more prevalent since the adoption of conservation Nage
practices because infected stubble may be a source of inoculum (Rees and Platz,
1979). Tan spot developrnent appears to depend on the ability of the fungus to
produce host-specific toxins (Lamari and Bernier, 1989b, and DeWolf et al., 1998).
PtrToxA, also known as the Ptr necrosis toxin because of the type of symptom it
induces in sensitive wheat genotypes, was the first toxin characterized in this
pathosystem (Ballance et al., 1989). PtrToxA is unique because it is a 14 kDa
ribosomally synthesized polypeptide, whereas most host-specific toxins of fungal
origin are low molecular weight secondary metabolites (Walton, 1996).
There is very little understanding of the activity of PtrToxA in senslive wheat
leaf tissue. When infiltrated into sensitive wheat leaves, the toxin induces a tan
coloured necrotic lesioii which appears desiccated.

Sensitive wheat plants

maintained at temperatures above 27OC are insensitive to the toxin (Lamari and
Bernier, 1994). Electrolyte leakage, a cornrnon result of toxin activity in plant cells
which supposedly indicates plasma membrane lesion, is detected only after 10
hours of toxin exposure (Kwon et al., 1996). Necrotic activity of the toxin seems to
require active cell metabolism such as mRNA transcription and protein translation
(Kwon et al., 1998). It has also been suggested that toxin activity inhibls or retards
defense response in plants, which can include lignifkation of cell walls (Dushnicky
et al., 1998), and this in tum facilitates fungal invasion of sensitive wheat leaf tissue.

Elucidating the mode and site of action of host-specific toxins is an important
and potentially rewarding scientific endeavour. It is important as it provides a better
understanding of the interaction between plants and pathogens. This, therefore.
provides us with more tools to combat plant diseases. However, mode of action
studies also reveal some of the important physiological mechanisrns which sustain
plant life. For exanpie. studying the aciivity of T-toxin, the toxin produced Dy
Cochliobolus heterostrophus race T which was responsible for the catastrophic

southem corn leaf blight epidernic of 1970, has contributed to an understanding of
mitochondrial function during pollen development and its potential effect on male
sterility (Tadege and Kuhlerneier. 1997 and Roel and Kuhlemeier, 1997).
Microscopy is a useful and informative means of examining the effects of
toxin activity in plant cells and tissues. The observation of mitochondrial swelling
as a result of T-toxin activity was significant because it confimed the site of action

suggested by the materna1 inheritance of toxin-sensitivity (Gengenbach et al., 1973)
and created a basis for the valuable research which followed. The rnicroscopic
effects of the toxin can also be compared to those induced by other fatal treatrnents
which are better understood. For example, toxin treatments can be compared to the
effect of a freeze-thaw cycle which draws water into the intercellular spaces and
damages cell membranes. Also, the effect of the toxin can be contrasted to the
developmental and relatively organized processes of senescence, and programmed
cell death. Ultirnately, microscopic examination of toxin-treated tissues may suggest
the toxin site of action via the pattern of cellular disruption.
The purpose of this study is therefore to utilize light, fluorescence, and

transmission electron microscopy to examine the effect of PtrToxA on sensitive
wheat ieaf tissue. This will involve the charaderkation and cornparison of the

pattern of cellular disruption induced by each of the following treatments: PtrToxA
toxin infiltration, a freeze-thaw cycle, desiccation caused by leaf detachment, and
plasmolysis at the time of fixation. The effect of toxin acüvity on specific tissues,
water relations, ceIl walls, and organelles, such as chloroplasts and vacuoles. will
be discussed.

Introduction

The ever growing human population is placing increasing pressure on the
resources the planet can provide. Our population has exceeded 6 billion, and it is
expected to reach 8.5 billion by the year 2025 (Alexandratos. 1995). About one
quarter of the global human carrying capacity estimates surveyed by Cohen (1995)

predict that the planet can sustain less than 8 billion people and almost half predict
a carrying capacity of less than 16 billion. Most of these estirnates are based on our
ability to feed the human population. For example, a large estimate of 40 billion
(Revelle, 1976) assumes a vegetarian diet of 2,500 kcal per day, a tripling of cunent
cropping area, pest losses and non-food uses under 10% of the harvest, expansion
of nitrogen and phosphorous fertilizer use, and irrigation of a land area equivalent
to two-thirds the size of the total area presently cropped.
From the above, it seerns imperative that agricultural production be not only
maintained but increased. One of the threats to agricultural production is tosses to
plant diseases. In the United States it is estimated that plant diseases cause losses
of 15% annually (Roberts, and Boothroyd, 1984). However, depending on the crop,
pathogen present, and environmental conditions, diseases losses can Vary
significantly frorn this estimate.
Each year there are more tonnes of wheat produced worfdwide than any
other crop, making it one of the most important crops for food production (Gooding
and Davies, 1997). In fact, because of its protein, energy, nutrient, and fibre
content, wheat can provide more than half of the calorie requirements in a healthy
diet (Dukes et al., 1995). In t e n s of grain tonnage produced in western Canada,
wheat accounts for half snd its harvest is neariy twice that of the second most
important crop (Anonymous, 1999).

Tan spot
Tan spot is a foliar disease of wheat which has caused significant losses in
many parts of the worid such as Australia (Rees and Platz, 1979). South America

(Mehta et al., 1992) and North America (Hosford, 1972, Tekauz et al., 1982, Luz
and Bergstrom, 1986). In a 12 year survey of plant diseases in Kansas, Sim IV et
al. (1988) estimated that tan spot caused losses of less than 0.1 up to 3.5%

annually and that on average it was the third most important disease in terms of
losses. Luz and Bergstrom (1986) found that infections of Pyrenophora tnticirepentis (Ptr), the causal agent of tan spot, and powdery mildew could cause losses

of 15 to 20% in the north-eastem U.S.. Tekauz et al. (1982) predicted that losses
of 5 to 20% could be expected in individual fields in the Canadian Prairies if

environmental conditions were favorable.
The discovery of the ascomycete which incites tan spot, Pyrenophora tnticirepentis (Died) Drechs., is credited to Diedicke who isolated it in 1902 (DeWolf et

al., 1998). The sexual state of this fungus has also been known as Pleospora triticirepentis Died., Pleospora tnchostoma f. sp. tritici-repentis (Died.) Noack,

Pyrenophora tritici-vulgans Dickson, and Pyrenophora trichostorna (Fr.) Fckl.

(DeWolf et al., 1998, Tekauz, 1976).

Anamorph nomenclature includes

Helminthosponum graminearum f.sp. trifici-repentis (Rab. ex Schlecht) Died.,
tritici-repentis (Died.) Died..

H.

H. tritici-vuigaris Nisikado, Dreschlera tritici-vulgaris

(Nisikado) Ito, and D. tntici-repentis (Died.) Shoem. (DeWolf et ai., 1998).
Drechsler (1923) described Ptr as having relatively long (45-1 75 Pm) and
straight cylindrical conidia which are 1 to 9 septate. The conidia, with conical
shaped basal cells, grow from olivaceous sporophores. According to Shoemaker
(1962), the small (400-500 prn diameter) dark brown ascocarps produced by Ptr
ovemiinter on straw. These setose pseudothecia produce bitunicate, cylindric, 8spored asci. The light yellowish brown ascospores, like the conidia, can germinate
from any or al1 of the segments.
Ptr has a wide host range and has been found on both wild and
dornesticated grasses in Canada and in the U.S.A. (Shoernaker, 1962). Pb. isolates
collected from infected wheat plants were able to infect many species of wheat
(Tritcum), wheatgrass (Agropyron),wildrye (Eiymus), as well as barîey (Hordeum
vulgare L.), rye (Secaie cereale L.) and smooth bromegrass (Bromus inemis

Leyss.) (Hosford, 1971, Krupinsky, 1982).
Tan spot epidemics can be initiated in the spring when infected grass
residues release conidia and ascospores (Monall and Howard. 1975). This
supports the hypothesis that the increased incidence of tan spot which occurred in
the 1970's and 1980's was partly due to the adoption of conservation tillage
practices (Rees and Platz. 1979). However. in two separate experiments, where
local primary inoculum significantly affected tan spot disease seventy, there was no
significant influence on yield (Adee and Pfender, 1989, and Stover et al., 1996).

Seed transmission can also be a minor source of inoculum and may be responsible
for the introduction of the disease to new areas (Schilder and Bergstrom, 1995).
Secondary inoculumt in the form of conidia, can be released from diseased leaf
tissue during the cropping season (Hosford, 1972, and Rees and Platz, 1980) and
this may lead to polycyclic epidemic development.
The infection process of Ptr in wheat and the accompanying symptom

development of tan spot have been described. At a temperature of 20°C, 95% of
conidia sprayed onto wheat leaves will have germinated after 6 hours of exposure

to continuous leaf wetness (Larez et al., 1986).

Using light and electron

microscopy. Dushnicky et ah, (1996). found that germinating conidia f o n e d two to
four g e n tubes, which in turn produced appressoria usually at stomata, junctions

of epidermal cells, and above epidermal cells.

From the appressoria the

penetration peg grew into an epidermal cell, and produced a vesicle. Ptr then
usually generated secondaiy hyphae which would ramify in the intercellular spaces
of the rnesophyll tissue. There was no observable effect of host tissue resistance
or susceptibility on the initial infection processes described above. Macroscopically,
the infection site is visible as a dark brown necrotic spot, which has been
characterized as a hypersensitive response by Lee and Gough (1984).
In susceptible wheat leaf tissue, lesions develop beyond the necrotic fieck
region and create a halo-like symptom. The rating system developed by Lamari and
Bernier (1989a) distinguished two lesion types, chloroüc and necrotic, and perrnitted

Ptr isolates to be ciassified into one of three pathotypes using a differential set of

wheat cultivars (Lamari and Bemier, 1989b). lsolates which could cause both
necrosis and chlorosis on susceptible cultivars, were designated as pathotype 1,
isolates which could induce only necrosis on susceptible cultivars were designated
as pathotype 2, and isolates which could cause only chlorosis on susceptible
tissues were placed in pathotype 3. In 1991. the avirulent pathotype. pathotype 4,
was identified by Lamari et al. and added to the classification system.
Correspondingly, wheat cultivars could be sorted according to their reaction to the
isolates from each of the pathotypes. Therefore. wheat cultivars could be resistant
to both necrosis- and chlorosis-inducing isolates, susceptible to both, or susceptible

only to either chlorosis- or necrosis-inducing isolates.
Ptr necrosis toxin
Tomas and Bockus (1987) were the first to suggest that toxic compounds
produced by the fungus were involved in tan spot disease developrnent. They
discovered that cell-free culture filtrates of pathogenic Ptr isolates could induce
symptoms sirnilar to those observed in inoculated tissues when infiltrated into wheat
leaves. It was also found that there was a strong correlation between sensitivity to
culture filtrates and susceptibility to isolates. The Ptr necrosis toxin, the first Ptr
toxin characterized, was identified by Lamari and Bemier (1989~).As its name
suggests. this toxin induces only tan necroses in sensitive infiltrated leaves. Their
experirnents indicated that necrosis-inducing isolates produced the necrosis toxin
and that wheat lines that had the gene confemng sensitivity to the toxin were also

susceptible to necrosis-toxin-producing isolates. The detection of toxin in the
intercellularwashing luids of leaves infected with toxin-producing isolates provided
further evidence for toxin invoivernent in disease development. (Lamari et al..

1995). However. although absence of toxin production does not prevent fungal
penetration of tissue, it does restrict its spread into the intercellular spaces of the
mesophyll (Lamari and Bemier. 1989b). The Ptr necrosis toxin, later designated Ptr

ToxA (Ciuffetti et al., 1998). can be regarded as a pathogenicity factor as defined
by Yoder (1980). because the absence of tan necroses is used to identify resistance

(Lamari and Bernier, 1989a).
In addition to the necrosis toxin, the existence of two separate chlorosis
toxins has been either confirmed; Ptr ToxB (Strelkov et ai., 1999), or suggested; Ptr
ToxC (Effertz et al., 1998). In wheat, three independent loci which confer
sensitivity/insensitivity to each of the toxins (and susceptibility/resistance to the

isolates which produce thern) have been discovered sa far (Gamba et al., 1998).
It appears that to be fully resistant a wheat cultivar rnust cany insensitivity genes for
both chlorosis and necrosis (Larnari and Bemier, 1991). This means that the wheatPtr system does not fit the gene-for-gene incompatibility model (Loegering, 1978)
in which the interaction of a pathogen avirulence gene with the corresponding host
resistance gene confers resistance despite the presence of any wmpatibility factors
(Lamari and Bernier, 1991).
Purification and characterization of the Ptr ToxA toxin revealed its
proteinaceous nature (Ballance et al., 1989). Unlike other host-selective toxins,
which are low molecular weight secondary metabolites (Walton, 1996), R r ToxA is
a 14 kD nbosomally synthesized monomeric protein. The genetic sequence, which
codes for the toxin. and the corresponding amino acid sequence, were first
determined by Ballance et al. (1996). Southem analyses reinforced the validity of
the toxin model by indicating that hybtidization with the toxin gene only occurred in
Ptr races which induce necrosis. Furthemore, cloning and expression of the Ptr
ToxA in E. coli yielded a toxin which produced necrotic syrnptoms on wheat in a
host-selective manner consistent with the naturally produced toxin.
Database searches for similar protein or DNA sequences produced no
significant matches which could hint at an activity or function of this toxin.
Phosphorylation consensus sites were identified by Ciuffetti et al. (1997) and Zhang
et ai. (1997). Sites within the toxin protein were also identified which could be

involved in binding to a potential receptor (Ciuffetti et al., 1997) or to the plasma
membrane of host cells (Zhang et al., 1997).
Genetic studies repeatedly indicated that only one gene was involved in
sensitivity/insensitivity to Ptr ToxA and that sensitivity was dominant (Lamari and
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Bernier, 1991, Stock et al., 1996, Faris et al.. 1996, and Anderson et al., 1999).
Although there is agreement that the locus for this gene is located on the long a m
of chromosome SB, there is disagreement on whether the gene codes for
resistance or for susceptibility. Genetic studies involving an aneuploid series of a
resistant cultivar, Chinese Spring, indicated that removal of the 58 chromosome
made the plants sensitive to the toxin (Stock et al., 1996). In other words it
suggested that an active resistance process was involved. Conversely, another
group of researchers using a similar approach found that insensitivity was conferred
by the lack of expression of a gene for sensitivity (Anderson et al., 1999). This

passive recessive resistance is more consistent with the existence of a putative
toxin receptor in sensitive wheat cells.
To date there are very few clues pointing to a site or mode of action for Ptr
ToxA in sensitive wheat tissue. Deshpande (1993) did not observe any significant
detrimental effect of the toxin on cell suspension or callus cultures initiated from
elher toxin sensitive or insensitive cultivars. This lack of response could be due to
insufficient toxin exposure in the callus and suspension systems. In the callus
system, the toxin rnay not have been taken up from the media in significant
quantities. In the cell suspension system, the effective toxin concentration to which
the cells are exposed may be significantly less than it is in intact infiltrated leaves.
Also, the cells in both these systerns are characteristically undifferentiated and may
therefore be insensitive to the toxin (Deshpande. 1993). Lastly, the necrosis
symptom is usually associated with severe drying and browning of leaf tissue. The
callus and cell suspension environments which are moist an3 wet, respectively, will
not permit tissues to dry and this might preclude the development of necrotic
symptoms.
Ultrastructural studies conducted by Freeman et ai. (1995) suggested that
membranes were damaged by toxin activity. Within four hours of toxin infiltration,
chloroplast membranes of susceptible plants were reported as evaginated or

swollen. After hnrenty-four hours, al1 organelles of susceptible leaf cells were
severely damaged. However, these researchers stated that resistant plants showed

a similar pattern of necrosis, although ultrastructural damage was limited to
individual or small groups of cells. This last result is very unexpected as the leaves
of resistant plants are visually unaffected by relatively high toxin concentrations
(Ballance et al.. 1989)Based on the study by Freeman et a/. (1995). Kwon et a/. (1996) developed
an elrctrolyte leakaçe assay in order to rapidly quantify the reaction to Ptr ToxA.

They found that the conductivity of a solution bathing toxin-infiltrated toxin sensitive
leaves would begin to increase significantly after the leaves had been exposed to
toxin for at Ieast 10 hours compared to both toxin insensitive leaves and to water
infiltrated leaves. Since electrolyte leakage has been used as a quantitative
bioassay for a number of host-selective toxins differing in their mode of activity
(Kwon et al., 1996), it can be viewed as non-specific or secondary toxin reaction.
Conversely, it has been suggested that toxins act directly on the plasmalemma
(Yoder, 1980).
Three separate studies indicated that necrosis development in susceptible
plants was sensitive to temperature (Lamari and Bernier, 1994, Kwon et al., 1996,
and Kwon et al., 1998). Lamari and Bernier (1994) showed that at temperatures

above 27% necrosis failed to develop in sensitive leaves infiltrated with toxin. This
high temperature insensitivity was confirmed by the electrolyte leakage bioassays
conducted by Kwon et al. (1996). Temperature sensitivity of toxin activity supports
the receptor model for toxin sensitivity (Walton and Panaccione, 1993, Yoder 1980,
and Scheffer and Livingston, 1984). High temperature either prevents binding of
the toxin with its putative receptor (Lamari and Bernier. 1994) or disrupts the
signaling pathway downstream of toxin perception (Kwon et al., 1996).
One recent report proposes that Ptr ToxA activity requires host metabolism

(Kwon et al., 1998). This proposition was based on the decreased level of
electrolyte leakage, a symptom of toxin activîty, of toxin-treated tissues which have
been co-infiltrated with H+-ATPase, transcription. and translation inhibitors or which
have been incubated at low temperatures which slow host metabolism. These
results support the hypothesis that Ptr ToxA induces a kind of programmed cell

death which is typically associated with a plant defense response to pathogen
infection. However, although the inhibitors were able to reduce or slow the leakage
of electrolytes from toxin infiltrated tissues, only one of the inhibitors tested was able
to prevent the development of necrosis. This indicates that the inhibitors were able
to protect the susceptible tissues by delaying the onset of necrosis.
Histologica! studies describing the tzn spot infection prccess c m also provide
some insight into the Ptr ToxA mode of action. Larez et al. (1986) characterized the
infection process of a what appears to be a necrosis inducing isolate. At 72 hours
post-inoculation, they found affected host cells beyond the zone of hyphal
penetration, which is consistent with the diffusion of a fungal toxin. At the electron
microscopy level, they obsetved the vesiculation and collapse of membranes in
affected host cells. These cells were charactenzed by either the rupture of the
tonoplast, the breakdown of chloroplasts, the vesiculation of the plasmalemma, or,
in severe cases, the almost complete destruction of ultrastucturewith only remnants
of chloroplasts discernable.

Similar results were obtained by Dushnicky et ai. (1998) who compared the
infection process of a Ptr ToxA producing isolate in resistant leaves to that in
susceptible leaves. The infected susceptible tissues had collapsed mesophyll cells
inside of which chloroplasts could not be distinguished because of the opacity of the
protoplasm. Cell walls, stained with calcofluor to indicate the presence of 1,443glucans, which include cellulose and hemicellulose, appeared to lose their
fluorescence in affected tissues. The epidennis also seemed to lose cellular
integrity but the inner bundle tissue appeared to remain intact. In resistant tissues,
as was mentioned eariier, Ptr was able to penetrate the leaf but the ramification of
hyphae within the intercellular spaces was limited. The affected. yet resistant,
mesophyll cells did not collapse and their chloroplasts remained visible. The
intercellular spaces between the. affected cells were filled with a lignin-like
compound which probably helped prevent the proliferation of hyphae in the resistant
tissues. This leads to another hypothesis for toxin activity in which the toxin
somehow disables the plant's ability to detect andlor respond to fungal invasion.

However, the fact that the resistant reaction was not observed in the susceptible
tissues does not necessarily mean that it did not occur. The susceptible reaction
is characterized by large coalescing tan necrotic lesions which have dark brown or
black centres which may or may not be distinguishable (Lamari and Bernier, l989a).
These dark brown or black centres are likely ver- similar to the lesions observed in
resistant tissues, but, since they are so srnaIl cornpared to the size of the necrotic
lesions in susceptible tissues, they may not have been detected in the studies
conducted by Dushnicky et al. (1998).
Most of the rnicroscopic investigations camed out so far have been
conducted with a Ptr ToxA producing isolate (Larez et al., 1986, and Dushnicky et
al., 1998). However, there are a number of events which take place in fungal

infected tissue which are not related to toxin activity. Firstly, there is the defense
reaction (hypersensitiveresponse)which is obsewed in response to fungal invasion.
Also, fungi not only produce toxins. such as Ptr ToxA, but also secrete a number of
degradative enzymes (Deacon, 1997a). These enzymes digest large proteins and
polysaccharides into small soluble and absorbable units which the fungi require for
their nutrition. Therefore in studies using toxin producing isolates. it is difficult to
separate out the toxin effects from other effects caused by fungal infection.
The rnicroscopic examination of the effects of Ptr ToxA in sensitive wheat
tissue, and the comparison of these effects with other disruptive treatments could
lead to an improved understanding of RrToxA activity. Therefore, the mode-ofaction studies of other host-specific toxins, and the rnicroscopic changes taking
place in dying plant cells will be presented in the following sections.
Host-selective toxins
Host-selectivetoxins (HST's), such as Ptr ToxA, are molecules produced by
plant pathogens which confer pathogenicity (Yoder, 1980). In other words, the toxin
activity is required for disease development and the absence of toxin production in
the pathogen or loss of sensitÏv0ityto the toxin in the hast will result in incompatibility.
Unlike Ptr ToxA, most HST molecules are relatively small molecules which are the

products of specialized or secondary pathways (Walton, 1996). HST's can be
polyketides, cyclic peptides, terpenoids, saccharides, polypeptides or compounds
of unknown biogenesis (Walton. 1996).
It has been suggested that opportunistic saprophytic pathogens developed
the ability to synthesize HST'S in order to overcome plant defense reactions

(Scheffer, 1991, Otani et al.. 1991). Another postufated mie for HST'S is the
destruction of cellular integrity which would lead to the release of simple nutrients,
such as sugars and amino acids, into the apoplasm for absorption by fungal mycelia
(Walton, 1996).
Obviously, HST'S are toxic to cells and the activity of HST'S is associated
with a number of g r o s physiologic reactions in host cells: changes in respiration,
cell permeability, protein synthesis, and CO, fixation (Scheffer and Livingston,
1984), as well as necrosis, chlorosis, inhibition of root growth, and electrolyte

leakage (Walton. 1996). However, since these reactions, such as electrolyte
leakage, are quite general, they provide little insight into the modes of action of
HST's.
There are essentially two main groups of fungal organisms which are known
to produce HST's: Cochliobolus and Altemana. Cochliobolus species, which are
pathogens of grasses like oat and corn, produce three toxins which have been
studied extensively: victorin, T-toxin, and HC-toxin. Alfernana aitemata pathotypes
also produce a number of well-researched HST's, such as AK-toxin, ACR-toxin ,AMtoxin and AAL-toxin, but the pathogens which produce these toxins infect
dicotyledonous plants such as pear. lemon, apple and tomatoes. The mode of
action models developed for each of the above mentioned toxins is somewhat
unique; however, they can provide a foundation for research into the activity of other
toxins in ternis of both methodology and theory.

Mode of action studies

Toxins produced by Cochliobolus species
Victorin. Although victorin was one of the first HST's isolated (Pringle and Braun,

1957), the elucidation of its mode of activity has not progressed until recently
because of the difficult purification process involved. Early studies dernonstrated
the rapidity of response to the toxin; electrolyte leakage was detected within 2
minutes of toxin exposure in susceptible oat tissues (Scheffer and Samaddar,
1970). This finding suggested that the plasma membrane was the site of toxin
activity or binding. Also, the decreased sensitivity of oat tissues treated with
protective compounds indicated that a protein might be involved as a receptor
substance (Scheffer and Yoder, 1970). Therefore it was proposed that toxin effects
such as increased respiration and inhibition of protein synthesis were secondary to
plasma membrane damage.
It was only in the mid-80's that the peptide, 1Zmembered ring structure of
victorin was described (Wolpert et al., 1988). The activity of the toxin was found to
depend greatly on its structure; however, this did not lead to a greater
understanding of its mode of activity.
Binding studies using '251-labeledtoxin identified a 100 kDa protein as a
potential toxin receptor (Wolpert and Macko, 1989). This protein was later identified
as a su bunit of the multi-enzyme glycine decarboxylase complex (GDC) (Wolpert
et al., 1994). The GDC is Iocated in the mitochondrion and is involved in

photorespiration.

The product of photorespiration, phosphoglycolate. is a

metabolite of little use, which needs to be recycled into phosphoglycerate such that
it can be reintroduced into the Calvin cycle. The GDC is a cornponent of this
recycling pathway (Lehninger et al., 1993).
Navarre and Wolpert (1995) suggest three possibilities for toxin activity
based on the interaction with the GDC. First the toxin wuld be metabolized by the
GDC of resistant genotypes into a non-toxic molecule. Conversely, the GDC of

susceptible genotypes could convert victorin to a toxic compound. Thirdly, cell

death could be a direct result of victorin interaction with the GDC. However, Walton
(1996) later suggested that the gene conferring sensitivity might control the uptake

into the mitochondria or the metabolism of victorin even though there is strong
evidence that the GDC is the site of action.
T-toxin. CochIiobolus hetarostmphus race T, the causal agent responsible for the

devastating southem corn leaf blight epidemic of 1970, produces T-toxin. Corn
hybrids produced with the Texas type of cytoplasmic male sterility (cms-T) were very
sensitive to T-toxin (Miller and Koeppe, 1971); and this sensitivity was inherited
extrachromosomally.
The site of action of the toxin was quickly narrowed to the mitochondria for
the following reasons. Firstly, mitochondria, along with chloroplasts, are known to
contain DNA and are inherited maternally. In addition, it was observed that isolated
mitochondria from susceptible corn seedlings had decreased respiration and
swelled when they were exposed to T-toxin compared to resistant mitochondria
(Miller and Koeppe, 1971, Gengenbach et al., 1973). The electron microscopy
observation of mitochondrial swelling was therefore an important step towards an
understanding of the T-toxin mode of action.
Genetic studies of mitochondrial DNA from cms-T corn identified a unique
open reading frame which encodes for a 13 kD polypeptide (Dewey et al., 1986).
Male fertile maize, which are also insensitive to the toxin, fail to produce or produce
a truncated form of this polypeptide (Wise et al., 1987).

Eschenchia coii

spheroplasts expressing this 13 kD polypeptidefrom male sterile corn demonstrated
the same symptoms as isolated cms-T mitochondria when exposed to T-toxin; their
respiration was inhibited and they swelled (Dewey et ai., 1988).
This 13 kD polypeptide identified above was later designated the poref o n i n g protein. The pore-forming protein, as its name suggests, increases the
-

permeability of the mitochondrial membrane due to the interaction with T-toxin by
the formation of a trimer (Levings and Siedow, 1992). The formation of these pores
might explain the mitochondrial swelling phenomenon observed in response to toxin

exposure in early experiments.
One of the most interesting discoveries resulting from the investigations into
T-toxin activity is the role of the pore-foming protein in male sterility. It appears that
fermentation is employed to satisfy the high rate of metabolism required in the
process of pollen development (Tadege and Kuhlemeier, 1997). It has been
suggestd that the interaction between one of the products of fermentation,

acetaldehyde, and the pore-forming proteins weakens the mitochondrial membrane
and leads to male sterility (Tadege and Kuhlemeier. 1997). This hypothesis is
supported by the finding that one of the genes which restores male fertility is likely
an aldehyde dehydrogenase (Roei and Kuhlemeier, 1997).
HC-toxin. Cochlioboius carbonum, the causal agent of leaf spot of maize, produces
the HST HG-toxin. The interaction of this toxin with its host is quite unusual. Firstly,
host resistance is achieved by enzymic detoxification of HC-toxin (Meeley et al.,
1992). Secondly. the toxin is not toxic to cells but inhibits root growth (Walton,
1996). The toxin is therefore characterized as having a cytostatic effect (Walton
and Panaccione, 1993). Simiiariy to other toxin research, the characterization of

many crude physiological responses to toxin, such as increased electrolyte leakage,
respiration, and dark fixation of CO, (Yoder and Scheffer, 1973), did not lead to an
increased understanding of toxin activity.
The most recent hypothesis for HC-toxin activity is that it interferes with
histone deacetylase activity (Brosch et al.. 1995). The path that lead to this
discovery is fairiy circuitous. Firstly, a rnolecule with a similar structure to HC-toxin,
trapoxin, was found to detransfomi oncogene transfomed marnmalian cells
(Yoshida and Sugita, 1992). This same effect was observed for a chernically
unrelated antibiotic which inhibits histone deacetylase.

Finally, this led to

experiments which showed that HC-toxin does indeed inhibit histone deacetylase
activity (Brosch et al., 1995).
HC-toxin production by C. carbonum rnay facilitate its infection process by
suppressing defense response activation in the host corn tissue. Since histone
acetylation and deacetylation is involved in the expression of certain genes

(Taunton et al., 1996), HC-toxin activity may prevent the expression of defense
response genes which would otherwise have been activated by the elicitors
released by the invading hyphae (Walton, 1996). Reduced production of defense
proteins and chernicals would allow this pathogen to proliferate more easily in the
host leaf tissue.
Toxins produced by Alternaria speçias

AK-toxin. Microscopy was an integral component of toxin site of action studies for
most of the HST'S produced by Altemana species. Electron microscopy has been
used extensively to characterize the effect of AK-toxin on susceptible pear tissues
(Park, 1977a, Park 1977b, Park, 1W ~ C
Park
, et al., 1976, Park et al., 1987). As
with most other toxins, the fint reported cellular toxin effect was electrolyte leakage
(Otani et al., 1973). Park et ai. (1976)studied the ultrastructural changes caused
by AK-toxin activity, and found that cells had invaginated plasma membranes after

one hour of exposure to the AK-toxin. These invaginations frequently occurred in
the vicinity of plasmodesmata and often contained membrane fragments and darkly
staining rnaterials. Mesophyll cells, which were necrotic after ten hours of toxh
exposure, had densely staining cytoplasm but appeared to have intact organelles
with preserved membranes. Apparent leakage of sodium ions at plasmodesrnata
of toxin treated susceptible cells was later dernonstrated using potassium
antirnonate (Park et al., 1987). Therefore it was suggested that AK-toxin disrupts
plasma membranes near plasmodesmata and causes leakage of electrolytes in
these areas.
Cnide binding studies supported the hypothesis for a plasma membrane
bound receptor for AK-toxin in susceptible tissues (Otani et al., 1989). In these
studies, plasma membrane fractions were obtained from pear fruits of both resistant
and susceptible plants and mixed with AK-toxin.

Necrosis was reduced in

susceptible leaves treated with the mixture containing susceptible fractions
wmpared to leaves treated with the mixture containing the resistantfractions (Otani
et al., 1989). However, a receptor protein has not yet been identifïed.

In addition, electrolyte leakage does not always lead to the development of
necrosis but may be required for fungal infection (Otani et al., 1995). For example,
pear leaves, which have been pretreated with inhibitors of mRNA or protein
synthesis, leak electrolytes but are protected from necrosis development (Otani et
al., 1991). Also. since these pretreatments do not protect against fungal infection,

R seems that the ioxin induced plasma membrane disruption is a cmicai event in the
infection process. This is further supported by the hypothesis that AK-toxin-induced
membrane dysfunction could suppress the formation of papilla in susceptible cells
(Otani et al., 1995) and therefore facilitate fungal penetration.
ACR-toxin. ACR-toxin, like T-toxin described previously, seems to cause swelling

of mitochondria (Kohmoto et al., 1984). Electron micrographs of ACR-toxin affected
cells show that mitochondria not only swell. but also their matrix becomes more
electron-lucent and their cristae seern to f o m vesicles internally. Also. isolated
susceptible mitochondria exposed to ACR-toxin had an increased rate of NADH
oxidation and inhibited malate oxidation (Akimitsu et al., 1989).
However, unlike most other toxins so far discussed, plasma membrane
disruption was not considered to be the primary site of toxin activity. Plasma
membrane modification only occurred following mitochondrial toxin effects if the
leaves were not continously exposed to light (Kohmoto et ai., 1989). However,
plasma membrane modification is necessary for both the development of necrosis
and pathogen infection.

AM-toxin. Electron microscopy indicated that there were two sites of action for this
toxin: the plasma membrane and the chloroplast (Park et al., 1981). Although AMtoxin has a different chernical structure than AK-toxin, it appears to have similar
effects on plasma membranes; it causes plasma membrane invaginations at
plasmodesmata. Also, these membrane disruptions are associated with cell wall
degradation. In chloroplasts of susceptible cells. vesicles are apparently produced
from the tips of granae.
Light can inhibit the development of AM-toxin symptoms as it did for ACR-

toxin rabira et ab, 1989, Shimomura et al., 1992). Continuous irradiation following

toxin exposure will prevent the development of necrosis. However, light will not
prevent the dismption of plasma membranes or chloroplasts and will not protect
against the fungal infection.
AAL-toxin. ML-toxin is an important factor in the development of Altemaria stem

canker of tomato. Its mode of action is believed to be similar to that of a structurally

relaled toxin. The latter toxin, furnonisin, is synthesized &y certain Fusanum
species, and it intempts sphingolipid metabolism (Abbas et al., 1995). Tomato
tissues treated with AAL-toxin will accumulate free sphingoid bases such as
sphinganine and sphingosine and will deplete complex sphingolipids (Abbas et al.,
1995). Apart from their structural role as membrane components, sphingolipids can
act as second messengers affecting such processes as differentiation and growth.
Apoptosis or programrned cell death, is a developmental and orderly process
which occurs in the cells of living organisms to remove unwanted cells which could
be hanful to the organism (Mittler and Lam, 1997. Schwartzmann and Cidlowski,
1993). This process could also be beneficial in diseased plant tissues if the
sacrificed cells were able to contain the invading organism. A characteristic sign of
apoptosis in animal cells is DNA fragmentation into multimers of about 180 base
pairs (Wyllie et al., 1984) and the vesiculation of these fragments into so-called
apoptotic bodies (Martin et al., 1994).
Therefore, since AAL-toxin disrupts the metabolism of sphingolipids which
are involved in signalling pathways, and since apoptosis is a regulated process, it
was suggested that AAL-toxin might be triggering some sort of programmed cell
death to facilitate infection of susceptible tissues (Wang et al., 1996). This
hypothesis was substantiated by research indicating that AAL-toxin treated tissues
have fragmented DNA typical of apoptosis and that this DNA seems to form the

srnall nuclear bodies mentioned above (Wang et al., 1996). However, stronger
evidence, such as the triggenng of specific apoptotic enzymes by AAL-toxin
treatment, is required to legiürnately validate this hypothesis.

Surnmarizing the findings of toxin studies
A

number of observations can be made regarding the toxin studies

described above. Firstly, it is often hypothesized that HST's have a detrimental
effect on the plasma membrane and that this is the primary site of action. However,
the fact that al1 toxins seem to cause electrolyte leakage suggests that this may be

a general secondary effect.
Mode of action studies have resulted in the development of a number of

different toxin models. Toxins like HC-toxin and AK-toxin seem to disrupt plant cells
in order to prevent defense responses and facilitate the infection process.

ML-

toxin seems to induce a type of programrned cell death. Other toxins such as
victorin and T-toxin diswpt specific enzymes within the mitochondria which
ultimately lead to cell death. Therefore, the models developed to explain toxin
activity not only increase our understanding of host-pathogen interactions, which will
make us better equipped to deal with crop pathogens, but also provide a better
understanding of plant physiology.
In the case of T-toxin, AK-toxin, ACR-toxin, and AM-toxin, microscopy has
helped to resolve the site of action of HST's. However, in some cases, more

sensitive molecular methods have been required. For example, binding studies
using labelled toxin were important for the study of victorin activity. Enzyme assays
or metabolism studies were helpful in examining the activities of AAL-toxin and HCtoxin. Nonetheless, rnicroscopic examination of toxin effects, even through the
observation of secondary effects, can help pin-point the site of toxin activity.
Ultrastructure of moribund or stressed plant cells
As discussed in the previous section, a number of studies have examined the

ultrastructural changes which occur in toxin-affected plant cells.

However,

ultrastnictural studies have also examined the changes which take place in tissues
which are dying due to chernical treatrnents, environmental stresses, senescence,
or to a developmental program such as xylem maturation. These descriptions are
useful in identifying the patterns of degradation which occur in monbund plant cells.

Comparison of these patterns with those which occur in toxin-affected tissues may
be helpful in separating the secondary from the primary toxin effects and may
therefore assist in identifying the site and mode of action of toxins such as Ptr ToxA.
Xylem maturation
One of the last steps in the process of xylem maturation, which follows wall
deposition, involves the digestion of the cytoplasm to create a hollow cylinder for
water-conduction (Wodzicki and Humphreys. 1973).

In pine stems tracheid

maturation, prior to autolysis, there is a close association between the vacuole and
the cytoplasm in the form of complex vacuolar invaginations. In the process of
autolysis, the cytoplasm and organelles bud-off into vesicles inside the vacuole and
are eventually digested (Wodzicki and Humphreys. 1973). Srivastava and Singh
(1972) described the differentiation of vesse1 elements in corn. In the late stages

of differentiation, the previously active endoplasmic reticulurn (ER) and Golgi dilate.
invaginate and becorne lobed. A number of vesicle remnants of the ER and Golgi

can be seen, ribosomes are lost, and the mitochondrial cristae become Iess
discrete. In the nucleus, the nucleoplasm becornes more electron-lucent with
scattered clumps of dense chromatin and the nucleolus becomes more compact
(Lai and Srivastava, 1976). The cytoplasm and the plasma membrane (PM) appear
to be the last structures to survive as the disintegration of the PM results in the
dissolution of end walls (Srivastava and Singh, 1972).
Senescence
Another process which seems to be developmentally regulated is
senescence. In senescing mesophyll cells of Phaseolus, the degradation of
thylakoid stacks accompanied by the accumulation of lipid globules in chloroplasts
appeared to be the first indication of cell disniption (Barton, 1966). The degradation
of other structures, such as the rnitochondria and vacuoles, appeared to be
secondary to the chloroplast disruption. The chloroplasts of senescing wheat
leaves also seem to be primary sites of degradation (Mittelheuser and Steveninck,
1971). In this study, the accumulation of plastoglobuli and the loss of chloroplast

ribosomes were early signs of degeneration. These are contrary to the findings of
Shaw and Monocha (1965) which suggested that tonoplast rupture is an important

senescence event which releases hydrolytic vacuolar contents released into the
cytoplasm and initiates the degradation process.
Hypersensiüve reaction
The hypersensitive reaction. which appears as a dark brown necrotic spot,
is an attempt by plant cells to prevent the spread of an invading pathogen by dying

(Deacon, 1997b),and is therefore also a type of prograrnmed cell death. Meyer
and Heath (1987b) studied the incompatible reaction between cowpea epidermal

cells and the plantain powdery mildew fungus. The first sign of cell death they
obsewed was the cessation of cytoplasmic streaming. This was followed by the
loss of polyribosomes, golgi and ER, the disruption of mitochondrial cristae and
outer envelopes, the loss of microtubules, the general degeneration of membranes,
the collapse of the protoplasm. and finally the accumulation of mernbranous
structures between the cell wall and the cytoplasm. These researchers did not use
the fragmentation of tonoplast or plasma membrane as indicatorç of cell death

because they were often fragmented in control tissues by the fixation process.
However, Jones et al. (1975) found that hypersensitively reacting pepper cells had
disrupted tonoplast membranes and fragments of cytoplasm inside the vacuole.
They suggested that these two changes were precunors of cell death.
Environmental stresses

The stress caused by changes in environmental conditions, such as drought
and frost, can also damage plant cells and cause death. Desiccation tolerant. or socalled resurrection plants, are able to survive long periods of drought.
Ultrastructural studies of desiccated Selaginella lepidophyila, a type of resurrection
plant, showed that although the cellular contents were highly condensed, ail
sûuctures were preserved (Thomson and Platt, 1997). Cell walls were highly folded
but remained tightly bound to the plasma membrane. It was suggested that a
coating of granular matenal protected cellular membranes such as the tonoplast

and plasma membrane from damage. This observation is supported by Quartacci
et al. (1997) who suggested that starch was lost in dried desiccant-tolerant plants

and that this starch was converted to soluble sugars which could protect cells and
their membranes. Also, in these dehydrated tissues. the vacuole was fragmented
into a large number of vesicles (Thomson and Platt. 1997). This vacuolar
fragmentation seems ta be an essential surdival mechanism in desiccant-tolerant
plants (Quartacci et al., 1997). In tissues which did not survive drying, vacuoles
remained whole and thylakoid membranes were visibly damaged (Quartacci et al.,
1997). Also, rehydration of the drought-sensitive tissues brings about further

degradation of chloroplasts and membranes, which is likely due to the reactivation
of catabolic enzymes.
Freezing is another process that can damage tissues by extracting water
from cells and fonning ice crystals which can disrupt cellular structures. Pearce and
McDonald (1977) examined the effect of a freeze-thaw cycle on tall fescue leaf
cells. They observed three main effects; the disruption of membranes and the
concomitant accumulation of osmiophilic material, the swelling of organelles, and
the contraction of the nucleus. It was suggested that the osmiophilic materials were
lipid fragments originating from the disnipted membranes. The membranes may
have been damaged by their dehydration. The swelling and bursting of organelles,
which may have occurred during the thawing process, is a sign that the plasma
membrane may have been darnaged by freezing because the organelles would
have been exposed to a hypotonic environrnent during rehydration.
Chernical treatments

The last type of plant cell disruption that will be described is caused by
exposure to chemicals of either inorganic or biological nature. Meyer and Heath
(1987a) examined the microscopie effects of copper chloride induced cell death in

cowpea epidermal cells and compared them to the hypersensitive effects described
above. Essentially it was found that in CUCI, treated tissue, symptoms developed

fairly similarly to those in hypersensitively reacting tissue. There were two main

differences, first it appeared that Golgi and microtubules degenerated more slowly,
and secondly, the membranes were less disorganized in the CuCI, treated tissue.
Exposure of wheat leaves to ozone causes a series of changes which
resembles senescence (Ojanpea et al., 1992). In wheat plants fumigated with O,
there is a decreased amount of cytoplasm and an increased vacuolation of cells.

However, the most evident changes typicaf of senescence occumd in the
chloroplast where there was an accumulation of plastoglobuli, the formation of
vesicles between grana thylakoids, and a general decrease in chloroplast area. A

common symptom of dying tissue was also observed in the withdrawal of the
plasma membrane from the cell wall. This plasma membrane withdrawal may be
due to the net loss of membrane material by pinocytosis which is not replaced by
membrane synthesis and exocytosis in disrupted cells (Hanchey and Wheeler,
1968).

The microscopic effects of bromine, another gas pollutant harmful to plant
tissues, has been studied (Strauss et al., 1982). Bromine had localized effects on
epidermal cells and on mesophyll cells adjacent to the sub-stomatal chamber.
Unlike ozone which affected primarily the chloroplasts, bromine caused general
cellular disorganization such as plasmolysis, cell wall collapse, cytoplasmic
vacuolation, and disappearance of the cellular membrane system. Interestingly, in
~ . t ~ p h ycells,
l l the loss of the tonoplast preceeded cell collapse and necrotic
symptoms. The loss of a large central vacuole resulted in the scattering of
chloroplasts in the cell's interior cornpared to their nomal organized positions on the
cell periphery.

In severely collapsed mesophyll cells the only remaining

recognizable structures were the granal stacks.
Degradative enzymes secreted by fungi are very important for their nutrition
because they breakdown large polyrners of their host or substrate, such as
cellulose, into small soluble and absorbable ones (Deacon, 1997a). However,
enzymes. such a pectin lyase, which attack primarily wall materials, have
detrimental effects on the health of plant cells. There are three potential means by

which pectin lyase mn kill plant cells; first the pedin fragments released by enzyme

activity rnay signal fungal invasion and trigger defense responses such as the
hypersensitivereaction; second the degradation of pectin rnay weaken the ce11wall
and therefore make the cell susceptible to bursting; and third the pectin lyase
activity may release disruptive enzymes which are compartmentalized in the cell
wall (Keon, 1985). The ultrastructural changes caused by pectin lyase on cultured
apple cells included cornmon disniptive changes described eariier sucn as the

shrinkage of the protoplast from the cell wall, increased vacuolation, and the
accumulation of vesicles between the cell wall and the plasma membrane (Keon,
1985). However, it was still not evident how the enzyrnatic activity of pectin lyase

results in plant cell death.
Summary of structural changes obsewed in stressed or dying plant cells

Programmed or developmental death processes seem to cause a more
orderly degradation of plant cell ultrastructure. There is a progression of events
which probably involve a graduai slowing of metabolism and a recycling of cellular
materials. For example xylem maturation involves an intravacuolar digestion of the
cytoplasm, a loss of ribosomes and degradation of the nucleus. In senescence the
degradation of thylakoids seems to be a primary effect although there is evidence
that tonoplast rupture might initiate the process. The cessation of cytoplasmic
streaming, the loss of ribosomes and microtubules, and the alteration of Golgi and
endoplasmic reticulum, are al1 signs of slowed metabolism in hypersensitively
responding epiderrnai cells. In al1 these programmed processes it seems that the
plasma membrane is the last structure to disintegrate and that cell death is a
graduai, intemal, and regulated process.
Environmental stresses and chernical treatments are described as more
catastrophic events causing a relatively disorderly destruction of cellular structure.
For example freezing causes membrane disruption and the loss of osmotic
regulation. Dehydration damages membranes and decompartrnentalizes catabolic
enzymes which are reactivated upon rehydration.

Bromine gas causes

plasmolysis, wall collapse and damages membranes. Pectin lyase treatment also
causes plasmolysis, increased vacuolation and the accumulation of membrane

fragments outside the cell.

A nurnber of rnicroscopic changes have been observed in plant cells in
response to environmental stresses. development, pathogens, toxins, or other
chemical treatments.

Each of these treatrnents causes a unique pattern of

structural transformation which seems to be indicative of the underlying molecular
processes involved.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Toxin production and purification
Ptr ToxA, the necrosis-inducing toxin, was purified from liquid cultures of
rnonoconidial, Pyrenophora tntici-repentis, race 2 isolate, 86-124. obtained from Dr.
L. Lamari. Department of Plant Science. University of Manitoba. lnoculum was
prepared as described by Lamari and Bernier (1989a).
Leaves infected with isolate 86-124 were cut into approximately 1 cm
segments and placed in petri plates on moistened filter paper to maintain high
humidity. These plates were then placed under continuous fluorescent lighting at
room temperature (20-25OC)for a period of 18 to 24 hours. The plates were
incubated in a dark environment at a temperature of 20°C for another 24 hour
period.

Single conidia were harvested using a flame-sterilized needle and

transferred to 9 cm petri plates containing 30 mL of V8-potato dextrose agar (PDA)
medium. This medium consisted of 150 mL of V8-juice, 109 of Difco PDA, 39 of
CaCO,, 1Og of Bacto agar, and 850 mL of distilled water and was autoclaved for 20

minutes and poured into plates. The single-conidia cultures were incubated in the
dark at a temperature of 20°C until they reached a diarneter of approximaterly 2 cm.

The cultures were increased by singly transfemng 5.0 mm diameter plugs,
cut from the single-spore cultures with a Rame-sterilized cork borer, to V8-PDA
medium. These cultures were incubated for 4-5days in darkness at a temperature
of 20°C to allow the mycelium to spread over much of the plate. The plates were
then flooded with sterilized distilled water and the mycelia flattened with the bottorn
of a flamed test tube. The water was decanted and the plates were placed under

continuous light at room temperature for 24 hours followed by 24 hou= of darkness
at 20°C to initiate the production of conidiophores and conidia.
The conidia were harvested by flooding the plates with 10-1 5 mL of sterile
distilled water and then lightly scraping the surface of the cultures with a flamed wire
loop. The liquid spore suspension was then decanted into a cornmon beaker. The
inoculum concentration was measured using a Fuchs Rosenthal haemocytometer

(Hausser Scientific, Blue Bell, PA) and adjusted to a concentration of 5000
spores/mL by dilution with distilled water. Five millilitres of conidia suspension were
transferred to 1 litre Roux bottles containing 150 mL of Fries medium which had
been autoclaved for 20 minutes and allowed to cool. A 1 litre solution of Fries
medium consisted of 5 g ammonium tartrate, 1 g NH4N0,, 0.5 g MgS0,.7H20, 1.3

g Kil,PO,, 2.6 g K2HP04,30 g sucrose, 7 .O g yeast extract, 2.0 rnL trace element
stock. and brought to 1 litre with distilled water (Dhingra and Sinclair, 1985). The
trace element stock contained 167 mg LiCI,, 1O7 mg CuCI,.H,O,

34 mg YMoO,, 72

mg MnCI2.4H,O, and 80 mg CoC1,.4YO in 1 litre of solution and was autoclaved for

20 minutes. The liquid cultures were incubated for three weeks in the dark at a
temperature of 20°C without agitation. The cultures were then vacuum-filtered
through a Whatman No. 1 filter and the filtrates were kept at -20°Cuntil processed.
The toxin purification used was based on a procedure described by Ballance
et al. (1989). The culture filtrates were thawed, vacuum-filtered through a Whatman

No. 1 filter and subsequently through a 0.45 pm millipore membrane filter. This
filtrate was bioassayed for toxin activity by infiltration into the second or third leaves
of toxin-sensitive cultivar, Glenlea, using a 'Hagborg' device (Hagborg, 1970) at
dilutions of 1:1, 1:IO, 1:i 00, and 1:IO00 in deionized distilled water.
The culture filtrate was diluted to reduce its conductivity and to ensure
binding to the ion exchange matrix by adding 150 mL of filtrate to 1000 mL of 1O
mM sodium acetate buffer at a pH of 5.0. The diluted filttate was mixed with 150

mL of CM-cellulose matrix equilibrated with the same acetate buffer in a 2 litre
Erlenmeyer flask on a rotary shaker for 40 minutes. The matrix solution was
vacuum-filtered using Whatman No.1 filter paper and the eluate collected and
stored at 4OC. The matrix wash. vacuum-filtration, and eluate collection steps were
repeated for the following sequence of solutions (except the solutions were only
shaken for 15 minutes): two consecutive 200 mL solutions of buffer, one 100 mL
solution of 0.25 M NaCI, one 200 mL solution of 0.5 M NaCI, and one 200 mL
solution of 2.0 M NaCl. All these solutions were buffered with 10 mM of sodium
acetate at a pH of 5.0.

The eluate from the 0.25 and 0.5 M NaCl washes were pooled and dialysed
with SpectraIPor 3,500 molecular weight cut off dialysis tubing (Spectnim, Houston,
Tx) against the 10 mM acetate buffer. The dialysed eluate was applied to a 40 mL
ion exchange CM-cellulose column also eqvilibrated to 10 mM sodium acetate at
a pH of 5.0.

Effiuent from the column was continuously monitored at 280 nm. The

colurnn was washed with approxirnately 200 rnL of buffer to remove the unbound

fraction. A 300 mL linear salt gradient (O to 0.3 M NaCl in the pH 5.0 buffer) was
applied to elute the bound material into 5 mL fractions. Every fifth fraction was
bioassayed for toxin activity as described above. The fractions which contained
most of the toxin activity were pooled and dialysed using the same tubing as above
against deionized, distilled water at 4OC. The pooled dialysed fractions were freezedried and then dissolved into 1 mL of sterile, deionized, distilled water. The
absorbance (280 nm) of the sample was measured using a Hewlett Packard model
8452A diode array spectrophotometer with a 1 cm cuvette and this value was
multiplied by 0.8 (A2,,) to obtain the concentration of protein in rnglrnL. The stock
was diluted to a concentration of 1 mg/mL and stored at -20°C until required. The
A,

value of 0.8 g/L,provides an estimate of protein concentration since the

of

most proteins is between 0.5 and 1.5 g/L (Kirçchenbaum. 1975). However, it should
be noted that the use of this factor overestirnated the toxin concentration used in al1

the experiments described herein by 20% because the correct A2, for PtrToxA, as
determined by Ballance et al. (1989), is 0.668 glL.
The purity of the Ptr ToxA stock was determined by SDS-PAGE using a
12.5% separating gel and a 5% stacking gel with the buffer system of Fling and

Gregerson (1986) at pH 8.5. Stock sample (10 pg) and protein molecular markers
(Pharmacia LKB Biotechnology Inc.) were prepared in 10 pL of sample buffer which
consisted of 0.2 M TRIS, pH 8.8,0.5M sucrose, 0.01 % bromophenol blue. 10 mM

EDTA. Pnor to placing the samples in boiling water for 5 minutes, 4 PL of 10% SDS
and 1 MLof 0.25 M dithiothreitol were added. After cooling on ice. 5 pL of 0.5 M
iodoacetarnidewas added to the samples. The samples were loaded ont0 the 0.75mm-thick mini-gel which was nin at 100 V for 2 hourç. The mini-gel was fixed for

30 minutes in methanol-acetic acid-water (511:5),stained with Coomassie brilliant

blue (0.05% Wvol in fix solution) for 1 hour, and destained in methanol-acetic acidwater (2:0.8:7.2, vol:vol:vol). The rnolecular weight marker set consisted of the
following proteins: phosphorylase B (94 kDa). bovine serum albumin (67 kDa),
ovalbumin (43 kDa), carbonic anhydrase (30 kDa). soybean trypsin inhibitor (20.1

kDz), and a-lactalbumin (14.4 kDa).
Plant material and toxin infiltration
Glenlea and Erik were the two cultivars of wheat used in this study. Glenlea
is a Ptr ToxA-sensitive, Canadian-bred spring wheat (Evans et a1..1972), and Erik

is an American semi-dwarf spring wheat which is insensitive to Ptr ToxA (Larnari
and Bernier, 1989b). The wheat plants were grown in 110 mm plastic pots filled
with a 2:1:1 soi1:sand:peat mixture fertilized with 11-48-0 NPK pellets at a rate of 9
to 11 seeds per pot. The plants used for al1 the studies were grown in a growth
room, with a photoperiod of 18 hours at 250 pE/m2/s, a light period temperature of

22OC.a dark period temperature of 17OC and were watered every second day. In
al1 the experirnents, the second or third fully expanded leaf of 2 to 3 week old plant

were used.
Toxin, at a concentration of 2 pglmL, or water was infiltrated into the wheat
leaves using a hagborg device (Hagborg,1970) until the infiltrated region, which
appears darker and more translucent than the uninfiltrated portions of the leaf, was
approximately 8.0 cm long (Fig. 1). The edges of the infiltration zone were
demarcated with a permanent felt matker and the centre of the hagborg device
usually left a pin prkk in the leaf.

Once infiltrated. the plants were either retumed to the same growth chamber
or were placed in a small hurnidiity chamber within another growth chamber with the
same light and temperature conditions. The humidity chamber consisted of a
polyvinyl chlofide tubing frame with 'dimensions of 2.5 rn x 1 rn x 1.4 rn which was
covered with a clear polyethylene wrap. High hurnidity was maintained in this
chamber by two ultrasonic humidfiers running continuously.
Leaf samples were harvested at 18,24,48. 96 hours after toxin infiltration.

Figure 1.

Hagborg device, infiltration zone dernarcated by felt
pen marks (c and >) and tissue sampling positions at
bull's eye, and 1, 2, and 3 cm from bull's eye.

Leaf pieces, 0.5 mm wide, were cut under fixative at four different positions within

the infiltration zone; at the 'bull's eye', which is where the hagborg leaves a pin-prick
in the leaf at the centre of the infiltration zone, and at positions approximately 1, 2,
and 3 cm away from the 'bull's eye' (Fig. 1). The cut ieaf pieces were placed in
labelled glass vials and immersed in 5 mL of fixative as described below. The
fixative waç infiltraied inio the laaf pieces by placing the vials under vacuum for

periods of 1 to 2 hours. The vials were then stored at a temperature of 4OC until
processed for microscopy.
Cornparison disruptive treatments

Leaves or leaf pieces were also exposed to three other disruptive treatments
for cornparison against the toxin treatment. The first treatment involved desiccating
Glenlea leaves by removing them from the plant and allowing them to dry in the
nomial growth room environment described above for periods of 2 , 4 , 6 , 8 , 16,24,
and 48 hours. The leaves were weighed imrnediately before being cut and following
their desiccation period to determine their fresh and partially dried weights
respectively. The weighed leaves were cut and fixed in the phosphate buffered 3%
gluteraldehyde solution described below. The water content of fresh wheat leaf
tissue, estimated by weighing leaves before and after freezedrying, was determined
to be approximately 90%.

This proportion was then used to estimate the

percentage water remaining following the 7 desiccation periods with the following
formula:
Desiccated wt - 0.4 x Fresh wt
%moisture remaining =

x 100%
Fresh wt x 0.9

The second disruptive treatment consisted of freezing three-week old Erik

plants in a freezer at -20°C for 10 minutes and subsequently returning them to the
nomal growth chamber for a period of 24 to 48 hours before harvesting and fixing
leaf pieces in the cawdylate buffered 3.75% gluteraldehyde fixative.

The final disruptive treatment consisted of plasrnolyzing leaf pieces at the
time of fixation using either sucrose or sodium chloride. A hyperosmotic fixative
was made by adding either 1 M sucrose or 2 M NaCl to the phosphate buffered 3%
gluteraldehyde fixative. Leaf pieces were harvested as for the toxin treated tissues
and placed in the hyperosmotic fixative. The remainder of the procesçing procedure
:vas unchangx! from that descrbed for the infiltrateci tissues.
Processing for microscopy

Three different types of fixation and post-fixation procedures were used in
the course of this experiment. The first fixation procedure consisted of a 3%
gluteraldehyde 0.025 M potassium phosphate buffered primary fixative at pH 6.8,
three 20-minute washes in buffer, a Chour post-fix in buffered 2% osmium tetroxide
at 4OC, and three 20-minute washes in deionized filtered water. The second and
third fixation procedures both consisted of a cacodylate buffered (0.025M), 3.75%
gluteraldehyde, 7 mM CaCI,,

primary fix at pH 7.0, followed by three 20-minute

washes in buffer with 7 mM CaCI,.

The second and third fixation procedures

differed in their post-fixation procedures, the second post-fix consisted of buffered
2% osmium tetroxide, 0.8% potassium ferrocyanide with 5 mM CaCI, for 4 hours at
4OC. the third post-fix consisted of buffered 6% potassium permanganatewith 5 mM

CaCI,.

For al1 procedures the primary fixation was wnducted at room temperature

for 4 hours followed by storage in the same fixative solution at 4OC for at least 16
hours and until further processing could be resurned. Both the second and third
fixation procedures were cornpleted by three 20-minute deionized filtered water
washes followed by uranyl acetate (1% wiv) en bloc staining for 20 minutes at 4OC.
Following the water washes or the en bloc staining, al1 the leaf pieces were
dehydrated in a graded series of ethanol: 20 minutes each in 30,50, 70, 90, and
95%. The tissues were then further dehydrated for 10 minutes each in 100%

ethanol (3 tirnes), a 1:imixture of 100% ethanol:propylene oxide, and propylene
oxide (3 times). The tissues were then infiltrated with a series of 4 Spurr solutions
each for a period of 1 to 2 days on a rotator. The Spurr resin including the
accelerator

consisted

of

10:7:26:0.4

vinylcyclohexene

dioxide

(ERL

4206):diglycidylether of polypropylene glycol (DER 736):nonenyl succinic anhydride
(NSA):dirnethylaminoethanol (DMAE accelerator) (w:w:w:w).

The first solution

consisted of a 1:1 mixture (v:v) of Spurr (without accelerator):propylene oxide, the
second of a 3:l mixture (v:v) of Spun (without accelerator):propylene oxide, the third
of 100% Spurr (without accelerator) and the fourth of 100% Spurr (with accelerator).
The leaf pieces were then embedded in aluminurn pans and polymerizd in a 65OC

oven overnight (12-1 6 hours).
Tissue sectioning for light and fluorescence microscopy

Once cooled, the molds were removed from the alurninum pans and tissue
blocks were cut from them using a coping saw. The blocks were epoxy-glued to
small cylinders (5 mm diameter x 10 mm length) of polymerized Spurr. The blocks
were trimmed with disposable double-edged razor blades. Thin sections (2 ym)
were cut using a Reichert Om U2 microtome and placed on a drop of deionized
distilled water on a glass slide. The sections were stretched by exposing them to
vapours from a chlorofon soaked swab and then dried onto the glass slide at 75OC
on a slide wanner. The sections were stained as described below for examination
by light and fluorescence microscope.
Toluidine blue O stainining

Toluidine blue O (CI 52040 British Drug Houses Ltd) buffered with borax was
used as a general stain (Ruzin, 1999). It is a metachromatic stain which can be
used to indicate, DNA (blue), RNA (purple). polycarboxylic acids (red), or
polyphenols or lignin (green) (O'Brien and McCully, 1981). A drop of 0.5%
toluidine blue solution was placed on the sections and the slide placed on a 75OC
slide warmer for 1 to 2 minutes or until the edges of the stain drop had dried. The
stain was then rinsed off the slide under running tap water until ail the excess stain
had been removed. The sections were mounted in 60% sucrose solution, overiaid

with a coverslip. and examined under brightfield microscopy.
Calcofluor staining

Calcofiuor White M2R (Polysciences) was used to visualize l,4-hlucans

including cellulose and hemicellulose (Hughes and McCully, 1975, and Maeda and
Ishida, 1967). In order to properly stain with Calcofiuor, the resin had to be
extracted by exposing the sections to a saturated solution of sodium methoxide
(sodium hydroxide pellets dissolved in methanol) for 12 minutes followed by three
consecutive 2 minute rinses in 95% ethanol (Sutherland and McCully, 1976). The
sections were then dn'ed on the slide wamer and then stzined with a 0.1 76 solution
of Calcofluor for 2 minutes. The stain was then briefly rinsed in tap water, allowed
to dry, covered with a drop of glycerin, and examined by fluorescence microscopy
using ultraviolet excitation (Nikon UV excitation filter cassette; excitation filter U 330380 nm, dichroic mirror DM 400 nm, and eyepiece-side absorption filter slide

420W).

Periodic Acid Schiff (PAS) staining
PAS staining was used to stain compounds which contain vicinal glycol
groups such as starch, pectin, hemicellulose but it is not an effective stain for
cellulose (McCully and O'Brien, 1981, and Pearse, 1968). The resin was removed
as described for Calcofluor staining to enhance the staining reaction. The sections
were then placed in a saturated solution of DNPH (2,4-dinitrophenyl-hydrazine) in
15% acetic acid for 30 minutes to block the aldehyde groups present from the

fixation process, rinsed for 10 minutes in running water, exposed to a 1% solution
of periodic acid (G Frederick Smith Chernical Company) for 20 minutes to oxidise
vicinal glycol groups to aldehydes, rinsed in wnning water for another 5 minutes,
placed in Schiffs reagent (Fisher Scientific) for 30 minutes to allow the reagent to
complex with the newly formed aldehydes, rinsed a final time in running water for

5 minutes, and dried. The sections were covered wiVi a drop of glycerin and viewed
by fluorescence microscopy using green light excitation (Nikon G excitation filter
cassette; excitation filter G 535650 nm, dichroic mirror DM 575 nm, and eyepiece-

side absorption filter slide 580W).

'

Aniline blue callose staining
Aniline blue was used to indicate callose, a 1. b ~ l u c a n in
, the cell walls

(Smith and McCully, 1978a, Smith and McCully, 1978b. and Eschrich and Cuvier,
1964). The resin was removed using sodium methoxide as previously described for

Calcofluor staining. The sections were stained by mounting them in a 0.05%
solution of aniline blue in 0.067 M phosphate buffer, pH 8.3. A drop of glycerin was
placed on the coverslip and the sections were examined by fluorescence
microscopy using ultraviolet light excitation (Nikon UV excitation filter casssttlte;
excitation filter U 330-380 nm, dichroic mirror DM 400, and eyepiece-side
absorption filter slide 420W).
Light and fluorescence microscopy and photomicroscopy
A Nikon Optithot brightfield microscope equipped with EF fluorescence and

AFX photomicrographic attachements was used for fluorescence and light
microscopy examination and microphotography. A high pressure 50W mercury
lamp was used as a fluorescence source. Glycerin immersion objective lenses
Nikon CF UV-F were used for fiuorescence microscopy and Nikon CF Plant
Achromat dry objective lenses were used for light microscopy. 60th fluorescent and
light micrographs were recorded with the Nikon Microflex AFX control box and
photomicrographic attachment and FX-35 plain dark box on Kodak Select Series
Elite Chrome 160 tungsten colour slide film.
Transmission electron microscopy
A Reichert-Jung Ultracut microtome equipped with a Diatome diamond knife

was used to cut 90 nm thick sections of wheat ieaf tissue. The sections were
mounted on 300-mesh copper grids, dried ovemight, stained in a saturated solution
of uranyl acetate for 15 minutes in a dark container, rinsed by dipping the grids 9
times in boiled deionized water, stained in a solution of lead citrate for 15 minutes
in a closed container inside of which was placed potassium hydroxide pellets to
remove carbon dioxide, rinsed again as described above and dried. The sections
were examined at 75 kV with a Hitachi H-7000transmission electron microscope
and the images recorded onto Kodak electron microscope film 4489.

RESULTS
Toxin purification
The bioassay of the 86-124 culture filtrate from which the toxin was purified
indicated a toxin concentration of approximately 10 pglmL. In other words, the

necrotic lesion size induced by mat culture filtrate two days after infiltration was
roughly equivalent to that caused by a 10 pgIrnL solution of purified toxin. It should
be noted that the bioassay is a crude quantification method which can only
distinguish toxin concentrations differing by a factor of 10 or more.
All of the toxin activity in the batch ion exchange process was contained in
the 0.25 and 0.5 M NaCl eluate; i: I O dilutions of the 0.25 and 0.5 M NaCl eluate
indicated a toxin concentration of 10 pglrnL and no activity was found in the 2 M
eluate. The 0.25 and 0.5 M NaCl eluate were pooled. dialyzed, and loaded ont0 the
CM-cellulose ion exchange column.

The column was washed initially with

equilibration buffer, and then eluted with a 300 mL NaCl linear salt gradient white
the eluate was continuously monitored at 280 nm (Fig. 2). Every fifth fraction was
bioassayed at a 1: I O dilution and activity was found in fractions 35, 40, 45 and 50.
Fractions 28, 32.35,and 45 were mn on a polyacrylamide gel; a bright and a faint
14 kDa band were found in the lanes corresponding to fractions 32 and 35,

respectively. No bands were visible in the lanes corresponding to fractions 28 and
45. Fractions 31 to 45 were pooled, dialysed against deionized, distilled water at
4OC. lyophilized, and resolubilized in 1 mL of stede, deionized, distilled water.

The absorbance of the purified toxin solution in a 1 cm cuvette at 280 nrn

was 3.040. which is equivalent to a protein concentration of 2.432 mglmL. A
sample of this solution was run on a SDS polyacrylamide gel and the only band
observed had a molecular weight equivalent to the 14 kDa expected for Ptr ToxA
(Fig.

3).

Therefore, the

protein concentration calculated from the

spectrophotometer reading was used as the toxin concentration, and al1 dilutions
used in the experiments were made from this stock solution.

O
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Figure 2.

CM-cellulose ion exchange chromatographie profile of
the pooled fractions (0.25 and 0.5 M NaCI) eluted from
the batch ion exchange. A 0.3 M NaCl linear sait
gradient in 10 mM sodium acetate buffer, pH 5.0 was
run to elute the toxin. Fraction 31-45, which are
indicated by the solid horizontal bar were pooled,
dialysed, lyophilized, and dissolved in water.

Figure 3.

SDS-polyacrylarnide gel electrophoresis of purified
PtrToxA. The molecular weight markers were run
in the left lane and 10 pg of purified toxin was run
in the right lane. The gel was stained with
Coomassie brillant blue.
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Toxin bioassay
The progression of necrosis developrnent in sensitive Glenlea leaf tissue
infiltrated with 1 pglmL PtrToxA is shown in Figures 4 to 7. Forty eight hours after
infiltration, the lesions were relatively small, covering only about 10% of the
infiltrated region, which corresponded to a lesion size of about 1 cm in length by
half a leaf width. The lesion grew to cover approximately 30% of the infiltrated
region after 96 hours, or roughly 3 to 4 cm in length by the width of the leaf, and
about 60 to 70% after 144 to 336 hours, or approximately 5 to 6 cm in length by the
width of the leaf. The lesion did not only grow in size but became more desiccated
and tan coloured over time.
Therefore, Glenlea leaves infiltrated with a 1 pglrnL solution of PtrToxA,
would have been necrotic in the bull's eye region after 48 hours. Sections
harvested from region 1 (1 cm away from bull's eye) would have been on the edge
of the necrotic Iesion after 48 hours, and inside the lesion area after 96 hours.
Sections from region 2 (2 cm away from the bull's eye) would have been on the
edge of the lesion after 96 hours and sections from region 3 (3 cm away from the
bull's eye) would have been on the edge or more likely outside the lesion area after
96 hours.

Leaves treated as controls are shown h Figures 8 to 10. Erik leaves were
unaffected by water or PtrToxA toxin (1 pg1rnL) infiltration and Glenlea leaves were
unaffected by water infiltration. The only symptorn visible on control leaves was the
pinprick caused by the needle in the hagborg device which marked the centre of the
infiltration region.
Light rnicroscopy

Cells of water-infiltrated Glenlea leaves had a healthy appearance (Figs. 11
and 12). Toluidine blue stained cross sections of these water control leaves
showed turgid mesophyll cells with lightly staining chloroplasts appressed to the
interio: of the cell walls and densely staining blue nuclei. The bundle sheath cells
were very similar in appearance to the parenchyma cells of the mesophyll tissue.
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Figure 4.

Necrotic symptoms induced in toxin-sensitive wheat leaves (cuitivar
Glenlea) 48 hours after infiltration with 1 vglmL PtrToxA.

Figure 5.

Necrotic symptoms induced in toxin-sensitive wheat leaves (cultivar
Glenlea) 96 hours after infiltration with 1 pglmL PtrToxA.

Figure 6.

Necrotic symptoms induced in toxin-sensitive wheat leaves (cultivar
Glenlea) 144 hours after infiltration with 1 pglrnL PtrToxA.

Figure 7.

Necrotic symptoms induced in toxin-sensitive wheat leaves (cultivar

Glenlea) 336 hours after infiltration with 1 ug/mL PtrToxA.
Figure 8.

Lack of necrotic syrnptom development in toxin-insensitive wheat
leaves (cultivar Erik) 96 hours after infiltration with 1 pglrnL PtrToxA.

Figure 9.

Lack of necrotic symptom development in toxin-insensitive wheat
leaves (cultivar Erik) 96 hours after infiltration with distilled water.

Figure 10.

Lack of necrotic symptom development in toxin-sensitive wheat
leaves (cultivar Glenlea) 96 hours after infiltration with distilled water.

The < and s marks on the leaves indicate the edge of the infiltration region.

Epidemal cells were generally fairly turgid and were very rarely severely collapsed
or defomed. The guard cells of the stomates, the mestome sheath (the inner
bundle sheath) and the phloem tissue usually stained fairly densely.
The severity of cellular disruption observed by light microscopy increased
with proximity to the bull's eye region and with the length of exposure to the toxin
(Figs. 13 to 17). Mer 18 hours of toxin expoçure in region 1, some of the leaf

tissue had been affected (Fig. 13). Certain mesophyll cells had become collapsed
and their contents stained densely blue or purple; portions of the upper epidermis
had also collapsed; and bundle sheath cells had not collapsed but often stained
dense purple. In the bull's eye region after 48 hours of toxin exposure a larger
proportion of mesophyll cells and epidermal cells had collapsed (Fig. 15) but some
relatively healthy mesophyll and epidemis remained. Finally after 96 hours, almost
al1 the mesophyll and epidermal cells in region 1 were severely collapsed and
densely stained (Fig. 17).
In region 3, even after 96 hours of toxin exposure. there were few signs of
toxin activity; mesophyll cells appeared healthy and only a few epidemal cells on
the adaxial surface had collapsed (Fig. 14). There was an intemediate level of

cellular dismption in region 2 after 96 hours of toxin exposure (Fig. 16); most of the
epidermis had collapsed, some bundle sheath cells were uncollapsed but stained
densely, some of the rnesophyll cells had collapsed and stained densely and some
of the mesophyll appeared disrupted. The disrupted mesophyll cells had not
collapsed and their chloroplasts could not be seen tightly appressed to the cell walls
but appeared to be distributed throughout the entire cellular volume. These
disrupted cells, which seemed to be at an intermediate stage of necrosis. were
generally found near vascular bundles, whereas the collapsed mesophyil cells were
generally found near substomatal chambers. The severe level of disruption
observed in region iat this time period has already been described.
Occasionally. the eariiest toxin symptom observed at the light microscope
level was the collapse of epidemal cells (Figs. 18 and 19). In Figure 19, the
epidermal cells are collapsed but the underiying mesophyll cells appear intact. In
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Figure 11.

Light micrograph of transverse section of water-infiltrated wheat leaf
showing healthy and turgid tissues. Stained with toluidine blue.
Cultivar Glenlea, 24 h, p.i., 1 cm from bull's eye. Bar = 20 Pm.

Figure 12.

Light micrograph of transverse section of water-infiltrated wheat leaf
showing turgid mesophyll cells with chloroplasts and nuclei. Stained
with toluidine blue. Cultivar Glenlea, 24 h, p.i., 1 cm from bull's eye.
Bar = 50 Fm.

Figure 13.

Light micrograph of transverse section of toxin-infiltrated wheat leaf
demonstrating a relatively low level of toxin-induced disruption. There
are few collapsed mesophyll and epidermal cells and some bundle
sheath cells stain densely. Stained with toluiding blue. Cultivar
Glenlea, 18 h. p.i., 1 cm from bull's eye. Bar = 50 Pm.

Figure 14.

Light micrograph of transverse section of toxin-infiltrated wheat leaf
showing very little toxin-induced disruption. There are no collapsed
mesophyll cells and very few collapsed epidemal cells. Stained with
toluidine blue. Cultivar Glenlea, 96 h, p.i.. 3 cm from bull's eye. Bar
= 50 Mm.

Figure 15.

Light micrograph of transverse section of toxin-infiltrated wheat leaf
illustrathg an intermediate level of toxin-induced disruption. There
are many collapsed epidenal ceils and a moderate number of
collapsed mesophyll cells. Stained with toluidine blue. Cultivar
Glenlea, 48 h, p.i., bull's eye. Bar = 50 um.

Figure 16.

Light rnicrograph of transverse section of toxin-infiltrated wheat leaf
with an intermediate level of disruption. Affected mesophyll cells are
either collapsed or have a disrupted cytoplasm. Stained with toluidine
blue. Cultivar Glenlea, 96 h, p-i., 2 cm from bull's eye. Bar = 50 Pm.

Figure 17.

Light micrograph of transverse section of toxin-infiltrated wheat leaf
with a severe level of disruption. Most epidemal and mesophyll cells
are collapsed and stain densely. Stained with toluidine blue. Cultivar
Glenlea, 96 h, p.i., 1 cm from bull's eye. Bar = 50 Pm.

CE- collapsed epidermis, CM- collapsed mesophyll, dM - disrupted mesophyll,
E - epiderrnis, Ivb - large vascular bundle, M - rnesophyll, sBS stained bundle
sheath, svb small vascular bundle. (p.i. post-infiltration)

-

-

-

some cases however, the mesophyll underiying turgid epiderrnis was collapsed (Fig.
21). In contrast to the sensitive epidemal cells, the guard cells of the stomatal

apparatus appeared to be more insensitive to PtrToxA. These latter cells were often
the last recognizable structures in severely collapsed toxin-treated tissue.
Within the mesophyll there was also a differential reaction to the necrosis
toxin. It appeared that the rnesophyll cells nearest the adaxial side of the leaf were

usually affected by PtrToxA before the mesophyll cells nearest the abaxial side (Fig.
21).

The cells contained within the vascular bundle were unaffected by PtrToxA

even when the surrounding mesophyll had collapsed (Fig. 20). The bundle tissues
including: the phloern, the xylem, the parenchyma, and the mestome sheath (inner
bundle sheath) but not including the outer bundle sheath did not appear to be
affected. This is consistent with the obsewation that leaf tissue, distal to a necrotic
lesion which spans the width the Ieaf, remains green and turgid (Figs. 5,6,and 7).
This tissue would require a healthy and functional vascular system in order to
remain healthy.
The epidemal and outer bundle sheath cells of toxin-treated tissues often

reacted strongly to the toluidine blue stain (Fig. 22 and 23). In these tissues. very
few cells had collapsed, suggesting that the toxin had not yet had a significant effect
in that region of the leaf. However. many epidermal and bundle sheath cells. which
also had not yet collapsed. were very densely stained by toluidine blue. This
reaction was also observed in water-infiltrated control tissues but much less
frequently and when it did occur the level of staining was not as pronounced (Fig.
24).
Fluorescence microscopy

Calcofluor, and PAS, which stain 1,CD-glucans and polysaccharides with
vicinal glycol groups respectively, were used to characterize potential changes in the
composition of cell walls due to toxin activrty. particulariy in cells which had
collapsed.
In water-infiltrated control tissues (Figs. 25 and 27). calwfluor stained the
outer epidermal wall and the walls of the vascular tissues brightiy, whereas the walls
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Figure 18.

Light micrograph of transvene section of toxin-infiltrated wheat leaf
showing early signs of toxin activity. There are a few collapsed
epidermal cells overiaying mostly healthy mesophyll. Stained with
toluidine blue. Cultivar Glenlea, 96 h, pi., 2 cm from bull's eye. Bar
= 50 Pm.

Figure 19.

Light micrograph of transverse section of toxin-infiltrated wheat leaf
showing a close-up of the collapsed epidermis. Stained with toluidine
blue. Cultivar Glenlea. 48 h, p.i., 2 cm from bull's eye. Bar = 10 Pm.

Figure 20.

Light micrograph of transverse section of toxin-infiltrated wheat leaf
showing unaffected bundle tissues surrounded by collapsed
mesophyll. Stained with toluidine blue. Cultivar Glenlea, 48 h, p.i.,
bull's eye. Bar = 10 Pm.

Figure 21.

Light micrograph of transverse section of toxin-infiltrated wheat leaf
displaying collapsed and healthy mesophyll in the adaxial and abaxial
regions of the leaf respectively. Stained with toluidine blue. Cultivar
Glenlea, 18 h, p i , 1 cm from bull's eye. Bar = 50 Pm.

Figure 22.

Light micrograph of transverse section of toxin-infiltrated wheat leaf
exposed to a humid environment demonstrating relatively intact
mesophyll and densely staining outer bundle sheath cells and
epidemis. Stained with toluidine Mue. Cultivar Glenlea, 48 h, pi., 1
cm from bull's eye. Bar = 50 Pm.

Figure 23.

Light micrograph of transvene section of toxin-infiltrated wheat leaf
demonstrating relatively intact mesophyll and densely staining outer
bundle sheath cells and epidermis. Stained with toluidine blue.
Cultivar Glenlea, 24 h, p.i.. 1 cm from bull's eye. Bar = 50 Pm.

Figure 24.

Light micrograph of transverse section of water-infiltrated wheat leaf
exposed to a humid environment dernonstrating intact mesophyll and
moderately densely staining outer bundle sheath cells and epidennis.
Stained with toluidine blue. Cultivar Glenlea, 24 h, p.i., bull's eye. Bar
= 50 Fm.

CE - collapsed epidermis. CM - collapsed mesophyll, E - epidermis, Ivb - large
vascular bundle, M - mesophyll, sBS stained bundle sheath, SE - stained
epidemis, svb - small vascular bundle. (c.i. - post-infiltration)

-

of the mesophyll were stained relatively lightly. In toxin-treated tissues where both
epidemal and mesophyll cells had collapsed (Figs. 26 and 28),calcofluor staining
does not seem significantly reduced in the epidermal, mesophyll or vascular walls.
As with calcofluor, PAS staining was most conspicuous in the walls of the
vascular tissues and the outer epidenis and less striking in the walls of mesophyll
ceiis. S taining of wali materiai was not significantiy reduced in ioxin-treated ceiis
which had collapsed (Figs. 30 and 32). In addition, it appeared that some PASpositive material had accumulated inside the collapsed mesophyll cells.
Cornparison disruptive treatments

The first set of disruptive treatments consisted of allowing detached Glenlea
leaves to desiccate for up to 40 hours. Table 1 shows the amount of moisture
remaining at each of 7 tirne periods following leaf detachment. After 6 hours of
desiccation, the leaf had lost approximately 20% of its original moisture. However,
there was little damage caused to these leaf tissues (Fig. 34) compared to the
uninfiltrated control (Fig. 33). There were no collapsed cells and the order prevalent
in healthy tissue seemed to be maintained. However, when comparing this
desiccated tissue (Fig. 34) with the water infiltrated control (Fig. 11) it appeared that
the cells had begun to shrink in size and that this had caused the leaf to deform and
curl very slightly. The cell shrinkage appeared to be due to a contraction of the
vacuole and a concomitant increase in the proportion of cellular volume occupied
by chloroplasts and protoplasm.
There was only 42% of the original moisture remaining in leaves which had
been detached for 16 hours. The mesophyll cells in these leaves had shrunken
further and become less vacuolated (Fig. 35). Some of the mesophyll, especially
towards the edge of the leaf, had desiccated to the point that none of the intemal
cellular stnictu re could be distinguis hed.

The detached leaves lost an additional 20% of the original moisture between
16 and 24 hours of desiccation. Cellular structure, such as nuclei and chloroplasts,
were still discemable at this point in mesophyll cells (Fig. 36). Most epidemal cells
had not collapsed and süII appeared to maintained their turgor, although they may

Figures 25 and 27.

Fluorescence micrographs of transverse sections of
water-infiltrated wheat leaves showing the relative
abundance of cellulose in the vascular bundle and
epiderrnal outer walls compared with the mesophyll cell
walls. Stained with calcofluor. Cultivar Glenlea.
Figure 25: 18 hl p.i., 1 cm from bull's eye. Bar = 20
Pm*
Figure 27: 24 h. p i . 1 cm from bull's eye. Bar = 20
Pm*

Figures 26 and 28.

Fluorescence micrographs of transverse sections of
toxin-infiltrated wheat leaves showing a similar
abundance of cellulose in collapsed mesophyll as in the
healthy mesophyll cell walls from Figs. 25 and 27.
Stained with calcofluor. Cultivar Glenlea.
Figure 26. 24 h. p.i., bull's eye. Bar = 20 Pm.
18 h, p.i., 1 cm from bull's eye. Bar = 20
Figure 28.
Pm*

Figures 29 and 31.

Fluorescence micrographs of transverse sections of
water-infiltrated wheat leaves showing the relative
abundance of PAS-positive material in the vascular
bundle and epidermal outer cell walls compared with
the mesophyll cell walls. Stained with PAS. Cultivar
Glenlea.
18 hl p.i., 1 cm from bull's eye. Bar = 20
Figure 29:
Pm*
Figure 31: 96 h, p.i., 2 cm from bull's eye. Bar = 20
Pm*

Figures 30 and 32.

Fluorescence micrographs of transverse sections of
toxin-infiltrated wheat leaves showing a similar
abundance of cellulose in collapsed rnesophyll as in the
healthy mesophyll cell walls from Figs. 29 and 31.
Note: The cytoplasrn of some collapsed cells has a
moderate level of fiuorescence. Stained with PAS.
CuItivar Glenlea.
Figure 30. 24 h. p i , bull's eye. Bar = 20 Pm.
Figure 32. 24 h, pi., bull's eye. Bar = 20 Pm.

-

CE - collapsed epidemis. CM - coliapsed mesophyll. E epidermis, Ivb - large
vascular bundle. M - mesophyll,. svb - small vascular bundle. (p.i. postinfiltration)

-

have been sornewhat deforrned.
Finally, after forty hours of desiccation. the leaf was very severely curied

towards the adaxial side (Figs. 37 and 38),and only 15% of the original moisture
remained in the tissue. Mesophyll cells were severely collapsed, their contents
stained densely and chloroplasts or nuclei could no longer be identified. Epiderrnal

ceils were severely defomed and almost completely coiicipsed.
Table 1.

The arnount of moisture remaining in leaves which have been
removed from a wheat plant and allowed to desiccate

Desiccation time

Moisture

(hrs)

remaining (%)

2

87

q

The second cornparison treatment, which consisted of freezing Erik plants,
allowing them to thaw, and then retuming them to the growth chambers for 24 and
48 hours, was extremely damaging to the leaves and tissues. Upon thawing the

leaves were wilted and had a dark green coloration indicating that the intercellular
spaces had been wetted. Once retumed to the growth chamber, the leaves quickly

dried out, became bnttle, but maintained a level of green pigmentation. At the
microscopic level there was liWe difference between the 24 and 48 hour treatments
(Figs. 39 and 40).

In both these tissues the mesophyll was severely collapsed and
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Figure 33.

Light micrograph of transverse section of uninfiltrated wheat leaf with
turgid epidenal and mesophyll cells. Note: The chloroplast are
relatively compact and are appressed to the cell wall. Stained with
toluidine blue. Cultivar Glenlea. Bar = 20 Pm.

Figure 34.

Light micrograph of transverse section of wheat leaf detached from
plant for 6 hours. Note: The tissue is compacted due to vacuolar
contraction and there are no collapsed cells. Stained with toluidine
blue. Cultivar Glenlea. Bar = 50 Cim.

Figure 35.

Light micrograph of transverse section of wheat leaf detached from
plant for 16 hours showing the leaf edge. Note: The tissue is further
compacted and defomied due to vacuolar contraction and some of
the mesophyll cells appear disnipted. Stained with toluidine blue.
Cultivar Glenlea. Bar = 50 l m .

Figure 36.

Light micrograph of transverse section of wheat leaf detached from
plant for 24 hourç. Note: Most of the cytoplasrn of mesophyll cells
stains moderately densely and vacuoles are very small or absent.
Stained with toluidine blue. Cultivar Glenlea. Bar = 50 Pm.

Figures 37 and 38.

Light micrographs of transverse sections of wheat
leaves detached from plant for 40 hours. Note: The
tissue is severely defomed and mesophyil cells appear
completely collapsed. Stained with toluidine blue.
Cultivar Glenlea. Figure 37.
Bar = 50 pm.
Figure 38. Bar = 20 Pm.

Figures 39 and 40.

Light micrographs of transverse sections of wheat
leaves frozen at -20°C and then returned to normal
growth conditions for 24 and 48 houn respectively.
Tissue is completely collapsed and individual mesohyll
cells are indistinguishable. Stained with toluidine blue.
Cultivar Erik.
Figure 39. Bar = 50 Pm.
Figure 40. Bar = 50 vm.

-

CE collapsed epidennis, CM- collapsed mesophyll, dM - dismpted rnesophyll,
E - epidemis, Ivb - large vascular bundle, M - mesophyll, svb - small vascular
bundle.

densely stained.

Unlike the 40 hour desiccation treatment, no individual

parenchyma cells could be distinguished within the mesophyll leaf tissue of the
freeze-treated Erik plants. The epiderrnal cells were severely deformed but were
not completely collapsed.
The tissues plasmolyzed at the time of fixation in either 1 M sucrose (Fig. 41)
or 2 M sodium chloride (Fig. 42) comprised the lhird and final treatment. This

treatment had very little detrimental effect on the leaf tissues. The leaves were
deformed or curled as they were for the other two disruptive treatments. The
mesophyll cells were plasmolyzed but othemise their intemal structure remained
unchanged; chloroplasts were still present and they remained appressed to the
plasma membranes and nuclei could still be distinguished in some of the cells.
Most epidermal cells maintained their rounded turgid shapes, and although some
were slightly deformed, none of the epidermal cells completely collapsed.
Representative tissues from each of the plasmolysis, desiccation and
freezing treatments were stained with PAS and calcofiuor to examine their effects
on the cell walls (Figs. 43 to 48). Plasmolysis and desiccation did not change the
amount of carbohydrates containing vicinal glycol groups or l,4-P-linkages in the
celi walls compared to the controls (Figs.27 and 29). Cell shape, as defined by the
outline of the cell wall, was significantly affected by desiccation but not by
plasmolysis. The freezing treatment caused significant distortion of the cell walls

in al1 of the leaf tissues.

A significant amount of PAS positive material was

detected inside the cells of the freeze-treated Erik tissues.
It should be noted that in the PAS staining process of the freeze treated Erik

tissues, the periodic acid reaction, which oxidizes vicinal glycol groups to aldehydes,
was allowed to proceed for a longer period of time than for the other tissues (45
minutes versus 30 minutes). This explains the increased intensity of the PASfluorescence observed in Figure 47.
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Figures 41 and 42.

Light rnicrographs of transverse sections of wheat
leaves plasrnolyzed at the time of fixation with 1 M
sucrose and 2 M NaCl respectively. Stained with
toluidine blue. Cultivar Glenlea.
Figure 41. Bar = 50 pm.
Figure 42. Bar = 50 prn.

Figures 43 and 44.

Fluorescence micrographs of transverse sections of
wheat leaves plasrnolyzed at the time of fixation with 2
M NaCI. Note: The cell walls have not deformed
significantly. Cultivar Glenlea.
Figure 43. Stained with PAS. Bar = 50 Pm.
Figure 44. Stained with calcofluor. Bar = 50 Pm.

Figures 45 and 46.

Fluorescence micrographs of transverse sections of
wheat leaves detached from the plant for 16 hours.
Note: The cell walls of both the mesophyll and
epidenis have been severely deforrned but have not
lost a significant amount of staining. Cultivar Glenlea.
Figure 45.
Figure 46.

Stained with PAS. Bar = 50 Pm.
Stained with calcofluor. Bar = 50 Pm.

Figure 47.

Fluorescence micrograph of transverse section of wheat leaf frozen
at -20°Cand then retumed to normal growth conditions for 24 hours.
Note: The cells are severely deforrned and the cytoplasm of
collapsed cells is fluorescent. The overall relative high fluorescence
of this tissue is due to the extended periodate reaction in the staining
process. Stained with PAS. Cultivar Erik. Bar = 20 Pm.

Figure 48.

Fluorescence micrograph of transverse section of wheat leaf frozen
at -20°Cand then returned to normal growth conditions for 48 hours.
Note: The mesophyll cell walls are not only wllapsed but appear to
have partially disintegrated. Stained with calcofluor. Cultivar Erik.
Bar = 20 Pm.

CE - collapsed epidemis, CM - collapsed mesophyll, E - epidermis, Ivb - large
vascular bundle, M - mesophyll, pM - plasmolyzed mesophyll, svb - small vascular
bundfe.

Effect of humidity on lesion development

The hurnidity level to which toxin-infiltrated Glenlea plants were exposed.
affected the development of necrosis leçions in the leaves (Figs. 49 and 50).
Lesions which developed under normal humidity conditions were dry and tan-brown
in colour and caused the leaf to curi and twist lengthwise. In compatison, lesions
which developed in a relatively humid environment are yellow or green and did not
cause the leaf to deform because their cells remained turgid. Although high
humidity may have slowed or mediated lesion developrnent it did not appear to
prevent it.
At the microscopic level, PtrToxA-treated tissue also had a slightly different
appearance depending on the humidity level to which the leaves were exposed
(Figs. 51 to 56). In the normal growth chamber environment which was relatively
dry, mesophyll and epidermal cells which had been exposed to PtrToxA tended to

collapse and stain very densely (Figs. 51.53,and 55). Conversely, toxin-treated
tissues exposed to high humidity for the same period of time and hawested from the
same regions of the necrotic lesions tended to have little or no collapsed mesophyll

or epidermal cells (Figs. 52, 54, and 56). However, cells from toxin treated-leaves
placed in a humid environment had a disrupted intemal structure; in some cases
chloroplasts were no longer appressed to interior of the cell walls of mesophyll cells
but were scattered or fioating throughout the cell volume (Figs. 52 and 54),
elsewhere cells stained lightly to moderately with toluidine blue but not as densely
as collapsed toxin-treated cells exposed to the relatively dry environment of a
regular growth chamber (Figs. 52 and 54).
Transmission electron microscopy

Control tissues
Examination of tissues by TEM confirmed the preservation of structures
observed by light microscopy as well as stnictures that were not discemable at that
lower magnification.
Representative heakhy mesophyll cells from water-infiltrated leaf tissue had
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Figure 49.

Necrotic symptoms induced in toxin-sensitive wheat leaves (cultivar
Glenlea) 72 hours after infiltration with 2 pglmL PtrToxA. Leaves on
the left were exposed to a 'normal' growth environment while leaves
on the right were exposed to a humid environment following toxin
infiltration.

Figure 50.

Necrotic symptoms induced in toxin-sensitive wheat leaves (cultivar
Glenlea) 120 hours after infiltration with 2 pglmL PtrToxA with a
portion of the infiltrated region sealed with packing tape to prevent
moisture loss. The edges of the tape are outlined in black.

Figures 51, 53 and 55.

Light micrographs of transverse sections of toxininfiltrated wheat leaves exposed to a normal
environment following toxin infiltration. Note: There are
more collapsed mesophyll and epidermal cells in these
tissues. Stained with toluidine blue. Cultivar Glenlea.
Bar = 50pm.
Figure 51. 24 h, p.i., 1 cm from bull's eye.
Figure 53. 24 h, p i , bull's eye.
Figure 55. 48 h, p.i., 1 cm from bull's eye.

Figures 52, 54 and 56.

Light micrographs of transverse sections of toxininfiltrated wheat leaves exposed to a humid
environment following toxin infiltration. Note: There are
fewer collapsed mesophyll and epidermal cells in these
tissues and more mesophyll cells with a disrupted
cytoplasrn. Stained with toluidine blue. Cultivar
Glenlea. Bar = 50 Pm.
Figure 52. 24 h, p.i., 1 cm from bull's eye.
Figure 54. 24 h, p.i., bull's eye.
Figure 56. 48 h, p.i., 1 cm from bull's eye.

-

CE collapsed epidermis, CM- collapsed mesophyll, dM - disrupted mesophyll,
E - epidermis, Ivb - large vascular bundle, mv - midvein, M mesophyll,, svb - small
vascular bundle. (p.i. - post-infiltration)

-

chloroplasts which were appressed to the cell walls (Fig. 57). These chloroplasts
had well-preserved thylakoid membranes both in the stacks or grana and between
grana, as well as a plastid envelope (Fig 57 and 58). In the mitochondria, which
were usually tucked in between chloroplasts, both the inner membrane, which foms
the cristae, and the outer membrane were visible in healthy control cells (Fig 57

and 59).
Nuclei, delimited by the double membrane nuclear envelope, contained a
nucleoplasrn which normally had a heterogeneous appearance with a relatively
even distribution of dense and light staining patches (Fig 58 and 59). Nucleoliwere
sometimes observed in sections containing nuclei (Fig. 58).
The vacuole delimiting tonoplastic membrane, the Golgi apparatus. and the
plasma membrane could be distinguished in the control tissues (Fig 57,58,and 59).
However, the plasma membrane was usually not tightly appressed to the interior of
the cell wall but was typically slightly undulating (Fig. 59).

Plasmodesmata

connecting adjacent cells were often observed in the cell walls (Fig. 59).
Endoplasmic reticulum was infrequently observed in mesophyll cells but was
relatively abundant in cells of vascular tissues. Microbodies were also occasionally
obsewed in control tissues.

The protoplasm, the mitochondrial matrix, and the chloroplastic stroma al1
stained reiatively densely or were electron-opaque, whereas the vacuolar contents,
the intercellular space and the cell wall stained relatively lightly or were electronlucent.
Collapsed toxin-treated cells

The ultrastructureof toxin-treated mesophyll cells, which appeared collapsed
and were densely stained with toluidine blue at the light microscope level, was
revealed by TEM. The only discemable ultrastructure remaining in these cells
appeared to be the granal and intergranal thylakoid membranes (Fig 60 to 64).
Large starch grains were also usually associated with these thylakoid remnants. The
plastid envelope. other organelles, or the plasma membrane could not be detected

in these wllapsed cells. However, the relatively-homogeneous and dense-staining
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Figure 57.

Transmission electron micrograph of transverse section of waterinfiltrated leaf showing a control mesophyll cell with chloroplastç and
mitochondria. Post-fixed with potassium permanganate. Cultivar
Glenlea. 24 h, p.i., bull's eye. Bar = 2 Pm.

Figure 58.

Transmission electron micrograph of transverse section of waterinfiltrated leaf showing a well-preserved chloroplast with thylakoid
membranes and envelope. nucleus with nucleolus and double
membrane nuclear envelope, tonoplast. and plasma membrane.
Post-fixed with potassium permanganate. Cultivar Glenlea, 24 h. p.i.,
bull's eye. Bar = 1 Pm.

Figure 59.

Transmission electron micrograph of transverse section of waterinfiltrated leaf showing well-preserved mitochondria, Golgi apparatus.
plasmodesmata, double membrane nuclear envelope and plasma
membrane of a bundle cell. Post-fixed with osmium and potassium
ferrocyanide. Cultivar Glenlea, 48 h, pi.. bull's eye. Bar = 0.5 Pm.

-

-

ch - chloroplast, cw - cell wall, g Golgi apparatus, it intergranal thylakoid
membrane. mi - mitochondrion, ne - nuclear envelope, no - nucleolus, pd plasmodesmata, pm - plasma membrane, to - tonoplast, ts - thylakoid stack, v
vacuole (p.i. - post-intiltration)

-
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Figure 60.

Transmission electron micrograph of transverse section of toxininfiltrated leaf showing a collapsed mesophyll cell. Note: The walls
are invaginate, there are large starch granules in the chloroplastic
remnant, the cell contents are densely stained. Post-fixed with
osmium and potassium ferrocyanide. Cultivar Glenlea, 24 h, p.i.,
bull's eye. Bar = 1 Pm.

Figure 61.

Transmission electron micrograph of transverse section of toxininfiltrated leaf showing a magnification of the chloroplast remnant
from Fig. 60. Note: The thylakoid membrane appears to be relatively
intact but no other membranes are discemable. Post-fixed with
osmium and potassium ferrocyanide. Cultivar Glenlea, 24 h, p.i.,
bull's eye. Bar = 0.5 Pm.

Figure 62.

Transmission electron micrograph of transverse section of toxininfiltrated leaf showing a collapsed mesophyll cell adjacent to
relatively intact one. Note: There are large starch granules in the
collapsed cell, its walls are invaginate, and some wall material
(apposition) has accumulated in the healthy cell opposite the
collapsed one. Post-fixed with osmium and potassium ferrocyanide.
Cultivar Glenlea, 48 h, p.i., 1 cm from bull's eye. Bar = 2 Mm.

Figure 63.

Transmission electron micrograph of transverse section of toxininfiltrated leaf showing a magnification of a portion of the collapsed
mesophyll cell in Fig 62. Note: The only recognizable structures are
the thyiakoid membranes and starch granules interspersed between
them. Post-fixed with osmium and potassium ferrocyanide. Cultivar
Glenlea. 48 h, p i , 1 cm from bull's eye. Bar = 0.5 Pm.

-

Ch chloroplast, cw - cell wall, it - intergranal thylakoid membrane, pd plasmodesmata, s - starch granule, ts - thylakoid stack, wa - wall apposition ( p i post-infiltration)

contents of these collapsed cells may have suficiently reduced the contrast
required to detect these structures.

Also, the severe wall deformations or

invaginations of collapsed cells are particulariy conspicuous in the electron
micrographs (Fig 60 and 62).
Disrupted toxin-treated cells
Cell collapse, as was described in the light microscopy section above, was
the most severe toxin symptom and it was usually observed in tissues which had

been exposed to PtrToxA for the longest period of time. However, many cells in
toxin-infiltrated leaves displayed an intemediate level of damage which can be
described as a disruption of cellular ultrastructure without complete ceII collapse
(Fig 64 to 67).

The least disruptive toxin-induced symptom consisted of chloroplast
scattering within the volume of mesophyll and bundle sheath cells (Fig. 64). The
chloroplasts of these cells did not appear do have been damaged by toxin activity.
These organelles had retained their normal elliptical shape and size, as well as
their intricate intemal thylakoid ultrastructure. Structures resembling mitochondna
were also scattered in the cellular volume and a wavy plasma membrane could be
seen appressed to the interior of the cell wall. Also, as in the rnesophyll cells of
control tissues, microbodies were sometimes observed. Strands of membranous
material could be seen interspersed with the above mentioned organelles and the
protoplasm seemed to have disappeared. The overall appearance of these cells
suggested that the tonoplast had disintegrated releasing the organelles from the cell
wall and allowing them to move towards the interior of the cell and also dispersing
the protoplasm.
Mesophyll cells. which had a moderate level of disruption compared to that
described above, had distorted chloroplasts dispersed within the cellular volume
(Fig 65 to 67). In these cells, the chloroplasts were swollen and had irregular
outlines compared to their healthy appearance (Fig 65 and 67). However, their
stroma still stained rnoderately densely and granal and intergranal thylakoids were
still visible. One of the twa membranes which formed the plastid envelope must still

Figure 64.

Transmission electron micrograph of transverse section of toxininfiltrated leaf showing bundle sheath cells with scattered chloroplasts
and a disintegrated tonoplast. Note: A wavy plasma membrane
against the cell wall and mitochondrial-like remnants are present in
these disnipted cells.
Post-fixed with osmium and potassium
ferrocyanide. Cultivar Glenlea, 24 h, p.i., bull's eye. Bar = 4 Pm.

Figure 65.

Transmission electron micrograO h of transverse section of toxininfiltrated leaf mesophyll ce11 with cytoplasm which has pulled away
from the cell wall. Note: There are chloroplast and rnitochondria-like
rernnants in this disrupted cell but there is no tonoplast. Post-fixed
with osmium and potassium ferrocyanide. Cultivar Glenlea, 24 hl p.i.,
bull's eye. Bar = 2 Pm.

Figure 66.

Transmission electron micrograph of transverse section of toxininfiltrated leaf showing a magnification of the cell in Fig. 65. Note:
The thylakoid membrane and one of the plastid envelope membranes
is still present. Cristae in mitochondria can çtill be discemed but no
tonoplast or plasma membrane rernain. Post-fixed with osmium and
potassium ferocyanide. Cultivar Glenlea, 24 h, pi., bull's eye. Bar
= 0.5 Pm.

Figure 67.

Transmission electron micrograph of transverse section of toxininfiltrated leaf showing collapsed and disrupted mesophyll cells. Note:
Starch granules are present in the collapsed cell but not in the
chloroplast remnants of the disrupted cell. Post-fixed with osmium
and potassium ferrocyanide. Cultivar Glenlea, 24 h, p.i., bull's eye.
Bar = 4 Fm.

-

-

BS outer bundle sheath cell, ch chloroplast, CM - collapsed mesophyll cell, cr chloroplast remnant, cw - cell wall. dM - disnipted mesophyll cell, R intergranal
thylakoid membrane, me - inner bundle sheath cell (mestome sheath), mi mitochondrion, pm - plasma membrane. s - starch granule, ts thylakoid stack (p.i.
- post-infiltration)

-

-

have surrounded these chloroplasts (Fig. 66) othewise the stroma would have likely
been lost to the surrounding medium. Structures which resemble mitochondria

were also visible within these disrupted cells (Fig. 66).
The appearance or presence of the plasma membrane in the moderately
disrupted cells was variable. Some cells had a plasmolyzed appearance where

cytoplasrnic contents seemrd tu he cuntained within an envelope (Fig. 65). In other
cells there was no sign of the plasma membrane remaining (Fig. 67).

Toxin effect on epidermal and vascular bundle tissues
Epidermal cells, as described earlier, were sensitive to PtrToxA (Fig. 68).

The epidermal cells collapsed, sometimes before the mesophyll tissue undemeath
it (Fig. 68). Collapsed epidermal cells had very little recognizable ultrastructure

remaining; there were only a few strands of membrane and protoplasm and no

structures resembling organelles of any sort. Conversely, Figure 71 shows healthy
epidermal cells with a nucleus, endoplasmic reticulum. and mitochondria above
collapsed mesophyll tissue. Therefore, epidermal collapse did not always preceed
the collapse of the underlying mesophyll tissue.
Contrastingly, the ultrastructure of cells within the vascular bundle did not
seem to be affected by PtrToxA (Fig 69 and 70). For example, Figure 69 shows a
collapsed bundle sheath cell adjacent to a healthy vascular bundle. In this bundle
both the mestome sheath cells and the parenchyma cell of the phloem tissue
appear unaffected.

A nucleus and its envelope, numerous mitochondria,

endoplasmic reticulum and the plasma membrane were al1well preserved within the
phloem parenchyma ceIl (Fig. 69). The protoplasm of the two mestome sheath cells
was contained between the plasma membrane and the tonoplast and mitochondria,
and endoplasmic reticulum could be seen within it. Figure 70 illustrates the intricate
ultrastnictural detail preserved in a vascular bundle cell of toxin-treated tissue at a
higner magnification.
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Figure 68.

Transmission electron micrograph of transverse section of toxininfiltrated leaf showing collapsed epidennis above healthy-appeanng
mesophyll cell. Note: No tonoplast, plasma membranes or cytoplasm
can be seen in the collapsed epidermal cells. Wall appositions are
observed in the healthy mesophyll cell against the collapsed
epidermal cell. Post-fixed with osmium and potassium ferrocyanide.
Cultivar Glenlea, 48 h, pi., bull's eye. Bar = 2 Pm.

Figure 69.

Transmission electron micrograph of transverse section of toxininfiltrated leaf exposed to the humid environment with healthyappearing bundle cells adjacent to a severely disnipted outer bundle
sheath cell. Post-fixed with osmium and potassium ferrocyanide.
Cultivar Glenlea, 48 h, p.i., bull's eye. Bar = 2 Pm.

Figure 70.

Transmission electron micrograph of transverse section of toxininfiltrated leaf showing an unaffected bundle cell with well-preserved
ultrastructure including endoplasmic reticulum. mitochondria, and
plasma membrane.
Post-fixed with osmium and potassium
ferrocyanide. Cultivar Glenlea, 48 h, p.i. 1 cm from bull's eye. Bar =
1 Hm.

-

-

CE collapsed epidermal cell, ch - ~hloroplast~
cr - chloroplast remnant, cw cell
wall, dBS - disrupted outer bundle sheath cell, er endoplasmic reticulum, me inner bundle sheath cell (mestome sheath), mi - mitochondrion, nu - nucleus, prn plasma membrane, to - tonoplast, wa - wall apposition. (pi.- post-infiltration)

-

Starch granule accumulation in toxin-treated tissues
Starch granules often accumulated in toxin-affected cells, especially in
mesophyll cells which had collapsed (Figs. 60, 62, 63,67, 71, 72, and 73). The
presence of these starch granules however was not observed in chloroplasts of
healthy cells.
Figures 71 to 73 show collapsed mesophyll cells which contain large starch
granules adjacent to healthy looking mesophyll cells with chloroplasts which did not
contain any starch granules. Tissues processed for microscopy were harvested
from plants throughout an 18 hour light period. If the tissues had been harvested
late in the day, the healthy chloroplasts adjacent to the collapsed cells would likely
also have contained starch granules. The lack of such granules in the healthy
chloroplasts suggests that the collapsed cells had accumulated the starch during

a previous light period and that this starch had not been mobilized into neighbouring
mesophyll tissue. The size of the starch granules in the collapsed cells, some are
approxirnately the same size as healthy chloroplasts, suggests that starch synthesis
continued for a significant period of tirne.

Accumulation of densely-staining material in vacuole
Light microscopy revealed that uncollapsed epidermal and bundle sheath
cells in toxin-infiltrated tissue sometimes stained moderately densely with toluidine

blue (Figs. 22 and 23). A similar observation was made with transmission electron
microscopy where a densely staining precipitate seemed to accumulate in the
vacuolar region or at the centre of certain mesophyll or bundle sheath cells of toxintreated tissues (Fig 74). In these mesophyll cells with densely stained vacuoles,
chloroplasts remained in their normal positions, appressed to the interior of the cell
wall , and had partially preserved thylakoid ultrastructure. However, the plastid
envelope, other organelles or membranes such as the tonoplast or plasma
membrane were not distinguishable in these cells.

Dehydration of ceIl walls

Severely collapsed cells, which were likely completely dehydrated, were
usually poody infiitrated with Spurr resin, especially when they had been post-fixed

with potassium permanganate (Fig. 75). The poorly resin-infiltrated regions. which
were very densely stained black and shattered during the sectioning process, were
therefore likely representative of very dehydrated regions of the leaf. Figure 75
depicts the junction between a collapsed, dehydrated and poorly infiltrated cell and
a healthy cet1 with preserved chloroplast and mitochondria. The dehydration and
corresponding poor resin infiltration extends from the collapsed cell into the wall of
the healthy mesophyll cell and right up to the surface of its plasma membrane. This
suggests that the toxin-induced cell collapse caused water to be pulled from the
adjacent cell walls despite being in contact with a healthy and therefore hydrated
cell.
Wall appositions
The deposition of wall material or apposition was frequently observed at the
junction of toxin-affected and healthy cells (Figs. 62, 68, 73, 76, 77,78, 79 and 91).
These appositions were observed in toxin-treated tissues exposed to the dry or
hurnid environments. These wall appositions were always deposited on interior
wall of healthy cells in apparent response to the disniption or death of the adjoining
cell. The appositions were stained differently than the normal wall material, either
more lightly or more densely, and displaced the plasma membrane towards the
interior of the healthy cell. Also, these appositions were often positioned opposite
plasmodesmata joining the healthy and toxin-affected cells and might therefore
have created a protective seal between the two cells.
Examination by fluorescent microscopy of aniline blue stained sections from
toxin-treated tissues, which demonstrated the wall appositions by electron
microscopy, indicated that these structures consisted of callose (Figs. 80-84).
These micrographs showed relatively bright yellow staining in the walls of some
mesophyll and bundle sheath cells in regions where cells had collapsed due to toxin
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Figure 71.

Transmission electron micrograph of transverse section of toxininfiltrated leaf showing two unaffected epidermal cells above a
partially collapsed mesophyll cell. Note: Large starch granules
observed in collapsed cell are absent in the chloroplasts of the
neighboring mesophyll ce!. Post-fixed with potassium permanganate.
Cultivar Glenlea, 48 h, p i , bull's eye. Bar = 5 Cim.

Figure 72.

Transmission electron micrograph of transverse section of toxininfiltrated leaf showing one collapsed outer bundle sheath ceII with
large starch granules, another outer bundle sheath ceII apparently
unaffected by the toxin with chloroplasts lacking starch granules, and
unaffected mestome sheath and bundle cells. Post-fixed with osmium
and potassium ferrocyanide. Cultivar Glenlea, 24 h, p.i., bull's eye.
Bar = 4 Pm.

Figure 73.

Transmission electron micrograph of transverse section of toxininfiltrated leaf showing severely disrupted mesophyll cell with
chloroplast remnants and large starch granules adjacent to a healthyappearing cell with chloroplasts lacking starch granules. Note: Wall
appositions have been deposited in the cell wall of the healthyappeafing mesophyll cell. Post-fixed with osmium and potassium
ferrocyanide. Cultivar Glenlea, 24 h, pi., 1 cm from bull's eye. Bar
= 2 pm.

Figure 74.

Transmission electron micrograph of transverse section of toxininfiltrated leaf showing an outer bundle sheath cell with moderately
dense staining vacuolar precipitate. Note: The chloroplast remnants
and starch granules are observed in this affected cell. Post-fixed with
potassium permanganate. Cultivar Glenlea, 48 h, p.i., 1 cm from
bull's eye. Bar = 4 Pm.

Figure 75.

Transmission electron rnicrograph of transverse section of toxininfiltrated leaf showing an unaffected mesophyll cell surrounded by
pooriy resin-infiltrated, densely staining, and shattered wall material
Post-fixed with potassium
and adjacent collapsed cell.
permanganate. Cultivar Glenlea, 48 h. p i , 1 cm from bull's eye. Bar
=2~ r n .

-

BS - outer bundle sheath cell, ch chloroplast, CM- collapsed mesophyll cell, cw cell wall. dBS - disnipted outer bundle sheath cell, E - epidermal cell, er
endoplasmic reticulurn, M mesophyll cell, me inner bundle sheath cell (mestome
sheath), mi - mitochondrion, nu - nucleus, pd - plasmodesrnata, pm - plasma
membrane. po - poorly infiltrated wall and collapsed cell, s - starch granule, to
tonoplast, vp - vacuolar precipitate, wa - wall apposition. (p.i. - post-infiltration)

-

-

-

-
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Figure 76.

Transmission electron micrograph of transverse section of toxininfiltrated leaf indicating that a wall apposition has been deposited at
the junction of collapsed and healthy mesophyll cells. Post-fxed with
osmium and potassium ferrocyanide. Cultivar Glenlea, 48 h, pi., 1
cm from bull's eye. Bar = 2 Pm.

Figure 77.

Transmission electron micrograph of transverse section of toxininfiltrated leaf indicating that a wall apposition has been deposited at
the junction of collapsed and healthy mesophyll cells. Post-fixed with
osmium and potassium ferrocyanide. Cultivar Glenlea, 48 h, p.i., 1
cm from bull's eye. Bar = 2 Pm.

Figure 78.

Transmission electron micrograph of transverse section of toxininfiltrated leaf indicating that a wall apposition has been deposited at
the junction of collapsed and healthy mesophyll cells. Note: The wall
appositions are opposite the plasmodesmata and wall material
appears to have been deposited intercellulariy. Post-fixed with
osmium and potassium ferrocyanide. Cultivar Glenlea, 48 h, p.i., 1
cm from bull's eye. Bar = 1 pm.

Figure 79.

Transmission electron micrograph of transverse section of toxininfiltrated leaf showing a magnified view of wall appositions at
plasmodesmata. Note: The wall apposition material stains less
densely than the cell wall. Post-fixed with osmium and potassium
ferrocyanide. Cultivar Glenlea, 48 h. p.i., 1 cm from bull's eye. Bar
= 0.5 Pm.

ch - chloroplast, CM - collapsed mesophyll cell, cr - chloroplast remnant, cw - cell
wall, er - endoplasmic reticulurn, fi - filling of intercellular space, mi - mitochondrion,
pd - plasmodesmata, pm - plasma membrane, s - starch granule, to - tonoplast, wa wall apposition. ( p i - post-infiltration)

Figures 80 to 84.

Figure 85.

Fluorescence micrographs of transverse sections of toxininfiltrated wheat leaves showing deposiüon of callose in the cell
walls of toxin affected mesophyll. Note: Callose deposition can
also be obsenred in phloem tissue. Stained with aniline blue.
Cultivar Glenlea.
Figure 80. 24 h, p-i., bull's eye. Bar = 20 Mm.
Figure 81. 48 h, p.i., bull's eye. Bar = 20 Pm.
Figure 82. 48 h. p.i., 1 cm from bull's eye. Bar = 20 vm.
Figure 83. 24 h, p i , bull's eye. Bar = 20 Pm.
Figure 84. 24 h, p.i.. bull's eye. Bar = 20 Pm.

Fluorescence micrograph of transverse section of water-infiltrated
wheat leaf exposed to a humid environment indicating that callose
has not been deposited in the walls of healthy mesophyll cells.
Stained with aniline blue. Cultivar Glenlea. 48 h, p i , 1 cm from bull's
eye. Bar = 20 Pm.

-

-

CM- collapsed mesophyll, E - epidermis, Ivb large vascular bundle, M mesophyll,,
svb - small vascular bundle, arrowheads indicate callose depostion, ( p i - postinfiltration)

activity. Soma staining was also observed in the interior wall of epiderrnal cells in
these regions (Figs. 80 and 82). Conversely. in control tissue, there was no
fluorescence indicative of callose in the cell walls; only autofluorescence of phenolic
compounds such as lignin was observed (Fig. 85). Aniline blue staining of the
freeze-treated tissues. which is not illustrated, also did not indicate any callose
deposition in the wall of these cells.
Effect of humidity on cell disruption

The humid environment, as was mentioned eariier, prevented toxin-treated
cells from collapsing and facilitated the examination of the ultrastructural disruption
caused by toxin activity.
The first type of disniption, which appeared to be an eariy event in toxin

activity, was very similar to the one previously described for toxin-treated plants
exposed to the drier environment of the regular growth chamber (Fig. 16). In these
disrupted cells, the organelles were no longer tightly appressed to the interior of the
cell walls by the turgid centrally-positioned vacuole (Fig 86, 87, and 88). Also, the
protoplasrn of these cells seemed to have been diluted because it showed no
staining in the electron micrographs (Fig 86 and 87). The break in the tonoplast
shown in Figure 87 and the complete absence of the tonoplast in Figures 88 and
89 suggests that the rupture of this membrane had resulted in the loss of vacuole

turgidity, cytoplasm dilution and the displacement of organelles from the periphery
of the cell. However, the loss of tonoplast integrity in these cells did not seem to be
accompanied by damage to the plasma membrane (Fig 86.87 and 89).
The relatively unaltered ultrastructure of the displaced organelles indicates
that this was an eariy event in toxin activity. The unaltered ultrastructure of the
chloroplasts suggested that they had incurred very IMe damage. The mitochondria,
which were also visible in these disrupted cells, were not as well defined as ones
observed in control tissues but could still be confidently identified (Figs. 87 and 89).
The nucleus shown in Figure 86 has an appearance which differs slightly from
nuclei in control tissues. It seemç to have an increased proportion of lightly staining
material in its nucleoplasm but its double membrane envelope appears to be intact.

In addition, apparently undamaged microbodies were observed in these cells which
had suffered tonoplast failure.
Continued degradation of the toxin-affected cells likely resulted in the
decomposition of the displaced, yet relatively intact, organelles described above.
In Figures 90 and 91, degraded chloroplasts, which consisted of bundles of dilated

thylakoid stacks, are visible in the disrupted cells. in addition. the dense staining
structure at the top of the cell in Figure 90 looks like a remnant of a nucleus which
had been severely degraded.
Comparison disruptive treatments
Dehydration treatment.

The removal of leaves from plants and the tissue

dehydration which ensued resulted in rnesophyll cell ultrastructure similar to that
found in toxin-treated tissues. Chloroplasts remnants were the only identifiable
organelles remaining in the mesophyll cells of leaves which have been detached
for 24 hours (Fig 92 and 93) and the cell walls of these cells were invaginated due
to dehydration (Fig. 92). The tonoplast, plastid envelope or plasma membranes
were not discernable in cells from these tissues and no wall appositions were
O bserved.

The chloroplast remnants were displaced from the periphery of the cell
towards the interior. they occupied a larger proportion of the cell volume than
chloroplasts in healthy and turgid control tissue, and they still seemed to be
arranged in a ring-like pattern. This pattern of chloroplast arrangement suggests
that plasmolysiç, and not tonoplast disintegration which would likely have caused
the chloroplasts to scatter more randomly, may have occurred in these cells. The
chloroplasts had a relatively well-preserved intemal thylakoid structure (Fig. 93) but
had accumulated a large number of dense-staining globules.

Also, these

chloroplasts lacked the large starch granules found in collapsed toxin-treated cells.
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Figure 86.

Transmission electron micrograph of transverse section of toxininfiltrated leaf exposed to the humid environment showing a disrupted
mesophyll cell. Note: The nucleoplasm is lightly stained, the
chloroplasts are scattered, and the protoplasm oppears diluted. Postfixed with osmium and potassium ferrocyanide. Cultivar Glenlea, 24
h, p i , bull's eye. Bar = 2 Pm.

Figure 87.

Transmission electron micrograph of transverse section of toxininfiltrated leaf exposed to the humid environrnent showing a portion
of a disrupted mesophyll cell. Note: The plasma membrane, the
thylakoid membranes and the mitochondrion appear relatively intact
whereas the tonoplast appears loose and is broken (arrow). Postfixed wlh osmium and potassium ferrocyanide. Cultivar Glenlea, 24
h, pi., bull's eye. Bar = 1 Pm.

Figure 88.

Transmission electron micrograph of transverse section of toxininfiltrated leaf exposed to a humid environment showing disrupted and
healthy mesophyll cells. Post-fixed with potassium ferrocyanide and
osmium. Cultivar Glenlea, 24 h, p.i., bull's eye. Bar = 5 Pm.

Figure 89.

Transmission electron micrograph of transverse section of toxininfiltrated leaf exposed to the humid environment showing a
magnification of the junction between a disrupted and a healthy
mesophyll cell. Note: The plasma membrane is visible in both cells
but the tonoplast seems to have disappeared in the disrupted cell.
Post-fixed with osmium and potassium ferrocyanide. Cultivar Glenlea,
24 hl p.i., bull's eye. Bar = 1 Pm.

Figure 90.

Transmission electron micrograph of transverse section of toxininfiltrated leaf exposed to the humid environment showing a disrupted
mesophyll cell with degraded chloroplasts and nucleus. Post-fixed
with osmium and potassium ferrocyanide. Cultivar Glenlea. 24 h, p.i.,
bull's eye. Bar = 4 Pm.

Figure 91.

Transmission electron micrograph of transverse section of toxininfiltrated leaf exposed to the humid environment showing a disrupted
mesophyll cell with degraded chloroplasts. Post-fixed with osmium
and potassium ferrocyanide. Cultivar Glenlea, 48 h, p.i., bull's eye.
Bar = 2 Fm.

-

ch - chloroplast, cr - chloroplast remnant, cw - cell wall, dM disrupted mesophyll
cell, dp - diluted protoplasrn, M - mesophyll cell, mi - mitochondrion, nr - nucleus
remnant, pd - plasmodesrnata. pm - plasma membrane, to - tonoplast. wa - wall
apposition. ( p i post-infiltration)

-

It should be noted that the reduced contrast obsewed in the rnicrographs of

both t h e dehydrated and plasrnolyzed tissues is likely due to the different fixation
system employed to process these particular samples which did not preserve and
stain membranes well.
Freeze treatment.

The freeze treatment resulted in cells which resembled

collapsed toxin-iresied cellç (Figç. 94 and 95). The waits of these ceiis were very
severely deformed and the cells were completely collapsed. There was no remnant
of a vacuolar çpace as the entire cell contents stained very densely. As with al1 the
other treatments so far described, the only structure which could be detected in
these degraded cells were the thylakoid stacks. Unlike the collapsed cells from
toxin-treated tissue, the collapsed cells of the freeze-treatment did not accumulate
any starch granules.
Plasmolysis treatment The plasmolysis at tirne of fixation treatment did not cause
any significant disruption to cellular ultrastructure (Figs. 96 and 97). The plasma
membrane withdrew from the cell wall but organelles did not appear to incur any
ultrastructural damage. Chloroplasts, mitochondria and nuclei, although somewhat
compressed, were not disorganized by this treatment.
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Figure 92.

Transmission electron micrograph of transverse section of wheat leaf
removed from plant for 24 hou= and allowed to desiccate. Note: Cell
walls are defoned at the bottom right hand corner and the
chloroplasts are the only discemable remnants of cellular
ultrastructure. Post-fixed with osmium. Cultivar Glenlea. Bar = 4 Pm.

Figure 93.

Transmission electron micrograph of transverse section of wheat leaf
removed from plant and desiccated for 24 hours showing chloroplasts
which have retained thylakoid stacks. Post-fixed with osmium.
Cultivar Glenlea. Bar = 1 Pm.

Figure 94.

Transmission electron micrograph of transverse section of wheat leaf
frozen at -20°Cand returned to the growth chamber for 48 hours.
Note: Cell walls are severely deformed and the cell contents stain
densely. Post-fixed with osmium and potassium ferracyanide.
Cultivar Erik. Bar = 4 Pm.

Figure 95.

Transmission electron micrograph of transverse section of wheat leaf
frozen at -20°Cand retumed to the growth chamber for 48 hours
showing thylakoids and dense-staining cell contents. Post-fixed with
osmium and potassium ferracyanide. Cultivar Erik. Bar = 1 Pm.

Figure 96.

Transmission electron micrograph of transverse section of wheat leaf
plasmolyzed with 2M NaCl at the time of fixation. Note: The
cytoplasm has pulled away from the ceIl wall but intemal organization
has been preserved. Post-fixedw l h osmium. Cultivar Glenlea. Bar
= 5 vm.

Figure 97.

Transmission electron micrograph of transverse section of wheat leaf
plasmolyzed with 2M NaCl at the time of fixation showing preserved
nucleus, mitochondria, and chloroplasts. Post-fixed with osmium.
Cultivar Glenlea. Bar = 0.5 Hm.

-

-

ch chloroplast, cr chloroplast remnant, cw - cell wall, dp - dense staining cell
contents, E epiderrnal cell, M mesophyll cell. mi - mitochondrion, nu - nucleus,
ts - thylakoid stack, v vacuole

-

-

-

DISCUSSION
Tan necrosis development and toxin movement in leaf tissues and cells

Following infiltration of low concentrations of PtrToxA into sensitive wheat
leaf tissue, necroüc lesions expand outwardly from the centre of the infiltrated region

over time. This indicates that the tissues further away from the bull's eye or centre
of the infiltration zone react more slowly to the infiltrated toxin. The delayed reaction

could be due to the reduced toxin concentration to which the cells away frorn the
bull's eye region are exposed. A gradient in toxin concentration would likely be
created during the infiltration process as toxin is filtered or trapped in the sieve-like
cell walls. Therefore, cells closest to the bull's eye would be exposed to higher toxin
concentrations than cells on the edges of the infiltration region, and these cells
would succumb more rapidly to the effects of toxin activity.
The development of toxin syrnptorns in the upper mesophyll reflects the ease
with which the toxin solution flows in this part of the mesophyll. The upper
mesophyll is more permeable than the lower because it contains larger intercellular
spaces and channels. Therefore, d u h g the infiltration process, the toxin solution
will preferentially flow in the upper mesophyll. This would probably expose the
upper rnesophyll to a higher toxin concentration and lead to earlier symptom
development in this region.
PtrToxA. which has presumably been trapped in the cell walls of the
apoplasm, would have to diffuse across the cell wall to reach the surface of the
plasma membrane. However, unlike most host-specific toxins which are relatively
small molecules, PtrToxA diffusion would be impeded by the structure of the cell
wall. Using a solute exclusion technique, Carpita et al. (1979) found that cell wall
pores would allow proteins of about 17 kDa to pass freely. Considering that 17 kDa
is the cut-off, that PtrToxA has a molecular weight of 14 kDa, and that the toxin may
have an affinity to bind electrostatically to plant cell walls, the movernent of the
toxin across the cell wall rnay be slowed. Due to the activity of the plasma
membrane H'-ATPase, the cell wall pH is often behiveen 5.0 and 5.5 (Salisbury and

Ross, 1992),which is in the pH range used to bind PtrToxA to CM-cellulose during
cation exchange chromatography in the toxin purification process (Ballance et al.,
1989).

Therefore, positively charged PtrToxA molecules could bind to the

galacturonic acids of plant cell wall pectins, which would be dissociated at
physiological pH and therefore negatively charged, and hamper their movement

towards the plasma membrane.
The movernent of PtrToxA from the mesophyll apoplasm into the vascular
bundles would be further impeded by the mestome sheath suberized lamella
(Ot8rienand Kuo, 1975). Like Caspariari strips in roots, suberized mestome sheath
walls act as barriers to the diffusion of solutes into the vascular bundle and

therefore require that sugars be imported into the vascular bundle via the symplasm
(O'Brien and Kuo, 1975). Since PtrToxA is much larger than the sugars which are
purportedly blocked by the rnestome sheath walls, its diffusion into the vascular
tissues would be prevented. Therefore, bundle tissues may not be toxin-insensitive
but may simply not have been exposed to any significant concentration of toxin.

Once the toxin has reached the surface of the plasma membrane there are

two possible means by which is can affect the toxin-sensitive plant cells. The first
means is based on the hypothesis that there are toxin-recepton on the surface of
toxin-sensitive cells which bind the toxin and that the binding of the toxin to these
putative plasma membrane receptors somehow leads to ceIl death.
On the other hand if the molecule with which the toxin must interact is within

the cell, the toxin must somehow cross the plasma membrane. However, only small
uncharged molecules such as water can pass through the plasma membrane and
pumps and channels are used to shuttle mineral ions. PtrToxA entry into wheat

cells would likely therefore involve endocytosis as is the case for a nurnber of
protein toxins in animal cells (Olsnes and Sandvig, 1985). Endocytosis involves the
formation of vesicles from the plasma membrane. This process is a component of
vesicular transport mechanisrn involvingthe endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi apparatus
and the vacuole.

Endocytosis recovers membrane material, assists in the

processing of proteins, and imports ligands which have bound to their specific

surface membrane receptors. Vesicles which are f o n e d by endocytosis will
contain a certain amount of extracellular fiuid which could include molecules of
PtrToxA. Interestingly, many endocytosed vesicles are directed to the vacuole
which is an important component of the endomembrane system and which seems
to be one of the structures affected in the eariy stages of toxin activity.
The relaüvely slow reacüon of sensitive wheat tissues to PtrToxA cornpared

to that of other toxins might be explained by the long and tortuous path it must
follow. The earliest documented reaction to PtrToxA is electrolyte leakage which
is seen only after about 10 hours of toxin exposure (Kwon et al.. 1996). Victorin
causes electrolyte leakage within 20 to 30 minutes (Keck and Hodges, 1973).
Victorin is a small peptide with an unusual cyclic structure and a size equivalent to
six amino acids (Wolpert. et al., 1988) and can therefore diffuse more easily in the
cell wall and rnay also cross the plasma membrane more readily. PtrToxA is
composed of about 126 amino acids (Ballance et al., 1989) and would slowly diffuse
through the wall. Also, if PtrToxA enters via endocytosis, and this is a random and
infrequent event, it may take a long time before the toxin penetrates the cell and
begins to have its effect.
PtrToxA effect on water relations
One of the conspicuous results of PtrToxA activity is the drying or

desiccation of wheat leaf tissue. Also, even though exposure of toxin-treated wheat
leaves to a humid environment does not prevent cell death, it does prevent cell
collapse and alters the appearance of the toxin-induced necrotic symptoms.
Therefore, toxin-activity seems to alter the ability of leaf tissue, particulariy in
mesophyll and epidermal cells, to control the movement of water.
The simplest hypothesis for water related toxin-activity consists of specific
targeting of epidermal cells by PtrToxA and the disruption of the cuticular layer
which serves as a barrier to water loss from the interior of the leaf. There are two
ways this could occur. Firstly, toxin activity could cause epidemal cells to collapse
and this cellular deformation might sufficientiy strain the cuticle to create highly

water-conductive fissures.

Secondly, toxin activity could cause lysis of the

plasmalemma of epidermal cells and the accompanying release of enzymes wuld
potentially digest the waxy cuticle and increase the rate of water loss.
Experiments conducted by Deshpande (1993) support the theory of tissuespecific acüvity of PtrToxA. In these experiments, undifferentiated callus tissue of
a toxin-sensitive wheat cultivar, was unaL c t e d b y PirToxA containing media. The

microscopic observations described herein also indicated that epiderrnal cells
sometimes collapsed before the underiying mesophyll was affected.
However, there are a number of facts which do not support this hypothesis.
Firstly, the epidennis was not always the first tissue to collapse due to toxin activity.
Also, damage to the cuticular layer would likely have resulted in an organized
pattern of desiccation inside the leaf. However, collapsed or disrupted rnesophyll

cells were often relatively randomly interspersed with healthy ones.

The

fluorescence staining with PAS and calcofiuor which did not indicate any
degradation, failure or severe defornation of collapsed epidenal exterior cell walls,
implies that the cuticular barrier was not significantly compromised. Finally, and
most importantly, exposure of the toxin-treated leaves to the high hurnidity
environment, which would have significantly reduced the water loss through the
potentially damaged cuticle, did not prevent the development of symptoms nor the
disruption of mesophyll cells.
A similar hypothesis would involve the disruption of stomatal aperture

allowing uncontrolled water vapor loss. Although it is not possible to comment
specifically on the stomatal function, the apparent preservation of stomatal guard
cells, even when the remainder of the tissue has completely collzpsed, strongly
suggests that these cells are operational long after the first toxin has had its primary

effects. Also, the thickness of the cell walls surrounding stomatal guard cells would
likely seriously impede the diffusion of PtrToxA and therefore prevent any
interaction of toxin with the ceIl.
The first Wo hypotheses with respect to toxin effect on leaf water relations
considered increased water loss as the cause of mesophyll cell collapse. However,

a third hypothesis suggests that water supply to mesophyll and epidermal tissue is
reduced by a restriction in the transfer of water from the vascular bundle. This
hypothesis again supports the tissue specificity of toxin activity suggested by
Deshpande's (1993) experiments. The toxin does seem to affect the parenchymous
cells of the outer bundle sheath which surround the vascular bundle. In studies of
water pathwayç, Canny (19861,found lhai water in the transpiration stream of wheat

rnoved from the xylem into the mestome (inner bundle) sheath cells and then
symplastically across the suberized mestome sheath walls into the outer bundle
sheath cells via plasmodesmata. Therefore, if the bundle sheath cells were affected

first by toxin activity, especially if the plasmodesrnata connecting mestome and
outer bundle sheath cells were blocked by wall appositions in the mestome sheath
cells, water movement out of the bundle and into the surrounding mesophyll might
be severely impeded. This in tum could lead to the collapse of mesophyll and
epidermal cells but would allow the vascular bundle to function and continue to
deliver water and nutrients to regions of the tissue unaffected by the toxin.
However, this third hypothesis regarding the toxin sensitivity of the outer
bundle sheath unfortunately is also not without its weaknesses. For exarnple
although the experirnents conducted by Canny (1990) predicted that most of the
transpiration water moved symplastically. they also indicated that the suberized
lamella of the mestome sheath were not cornpletely impewious to water and
solutes. This means that interruption of symplastic water movement could be at
least partially replaced by apoplastic movernent of water. Also. outer bundle sheath
cells did not usually appear to be damaged before the cells in the surrounding
mesophyll or epidermal tissue. Most importantiy, if the rnovement of water from the
vascular bundle into toxin-treated leaf regions was irnpeded by toxindamaged outer
bundle sheath cells, a reducüon in overall leaf transpiration would be expected.
However, a prelirninary transpiration expen'ment indicated that toxin-treated tissues
had an increased rate of transpiration (personal observation) cumpared with water-

infiltrated tissues.
All of the above three hypotheses suggest that the toxin effect on specific

cells; epidermal cells, stomatal guard cells, and outer bundle sheath cells, disrupts
water relations in the leaf and indirectly leads to the collapse of mesophyll cells of
toxin-treated leaves. This indirect disruption of water relations was also exarnined
in detached wheat leaves allowed to desiccate in the same environmental
conditions to which toxin-treated leaves are exposed. In other words, tissues of the

detached v h a t leaves did not receive any water via the transpiration strsam.
However, even after 24 hours of this desiccation treatment none of the mesophyll
cells appeared as collapsed and damaged as some of those from toxin-sensitive

leaves exposed to toxin for the same period of tirne. The desiccated mesophyll
celis were shrunken but still seemed to contain remnants of a central vacuolar
region delineated by chloroplasts distributed on the inside of the cell wall which was

only slightly deformed. In contrast the contents of severely collapsed toxin-treated
cells was very densely staining, showed no signs of any remaining vacuolar region,
and had very deformed cell walls. Therefore, compatison of the detached-leafdesiccation treatment with the PtrToxA treatrnent suggests that disruption of water
rnovement extemal to mesophyll cells does not explain the effect of PtrToxA toxin
activity in sensitive wheat leaf tissue.
One of the most plausible hypotheses regarding the effect of toxin activity on
water relations suggests that the toxin disrupts the tonoplast. This hypothesis is
supported by the observation that tonoplast failure was an eariy symptom of toxin
activity.
The vacuole is an important component of the osmoregulatory system of
plant cells, not simply because of the large volume it occupies, but because it is
used to sequester ions, metabolites. and allelochemicals which generate a
significant amount of osmotic pressure (VVink, 1993). Also, the vacuole is important
in regulating the cytoplasmic pH (Boller and Wiernken, 1986) which is also critical
for osmoregulation because the movement of many solutes, like sucrose and
potassium ions, depends on the electrochemical gradient generated by proton
pumps located both in the plasma membrane and in the tonoplast (Palmgren,
1991). The vacuole has a higher pH and often a higher concentration of ions,

sugars, and acids than the cytoplasm. Therefore, failure of the tonoplast would
increase the cytoplasmic pH and release a number of solutes into the cytoplasm
and this would not only interfere with the activity of a number of enzymes but also
disrupt the functioning of pumps and carriers located at the plasma membrane.
Consequently, this imbalance would permit the diffusion of a large number
af soiutes out from the cyioplasm into the iritercellular space, followed by the loss

of cytoplasmic water. The cell would then collapse leaving only high molecular
weight cornpounds and polymers, which could not diffuse out. inside the cell. This
is a relatively accurate description of the appearance of severely collapsed
mesophyll cells of toxin-treated sensitive wheat leaf tissue.
Membraneswere also damaged in the freeze-thaw treatment conducted with
Erik wheat plants. The freezing of Erik plants likely resulted in the formation of
extracellular ice which drew most of the water out of the cells. The presence of
water in the apoplasm was evident when the leaves thawed because the leaves
were flaccid and looked as if they had just been infiltrated with water. The
dehydration of the cell interior and the formation of large ice crystals outside the cell
would also have severely damaged the cell's membranes. Therefore, upon
thawing, cells of frozen tissue will not have been able to re-absorb the intercellular
water, and this resulted in the collapsed and desiccated appearance of that tissue.
The similanty between collapsed toxin-treated Glenlea and frozen-thawed Erik cells
further implies that membrane disniption leading to uncontrolled water loss is an
important effect of PtrToxA. Note that although two different wheat cultivars are
being compared, it is unlikely that there would have been a cultivar-specific reaction
to the drastic freeze-thaw treatrnent used in this experiment.
Toxin activity and the cell wall
A conspicuous effect of toxin activity is the deformation or collapse of cell

walls especially in the late stages of necroses development. This symptorn, evident
at the microscopie level. suggests some interaction. direct or indirect, of PtrToxA
and the cell wall of sensitive wheat tissue. In the following discussion a number of
hypotheses regarding this possible interaction will be presented.

In the previous sections it was suggested that the toxin could reach the
surface of the plasma membrane in order to interact with a molecule there or
somewhere inside the cytoplasm.

However, there is evidence that a fungal

metabolite can be trapped in the cell wall and still be able to have an effect on the
plant cell. Shiraishi et al. (1998) suggested that a glycopeptide produced by
Mycospnarella pinoides jmoiecuiar weight >70kDa)was not abie to migrate through

the cell wall to the surface of the plasma membrane of pea cells yet was still able
to elicit a defense reaction in these cells. Shiraishi et ai. (1998) cite a number of cell
wall-bound proteins which elicitor signal molecules could activate leading to a
defense response. Therefore, it is possible that the toxin, because of its size and
charge, cannot migrate through the cell wall, but can still cause sensitive wheat cells
to die by interacting with wall-bound enzymes (Vamer and Lin, 1989).
Regardless of where toxin first interacts with sensitive wheat leaf cells. the
collapsed appearance of toxin-treated leaf mesophyll and epidermal cells suggests
that there is an induction of cell wall degradation by PtrToxA. It is proposed that the
following conditions would need to be satisfied for the toxin-induced cell collapse to
occur. Firstly, the cell walls, which are capable of holding turgor pressure many
times larger than atrnospheric pressure, would presumably have lost some
structural integnty. Additionally, the cell would have to experience negative turgor
pressure in order to pull the walls into the cell's interior and the cell wall would have
to be tightly bound to the surface of the plasma membrane. Theoretically, negative
turgor pressure could only occur if the combination of osmotic and matric potentials
outside the cell were lower than the osrnotic pressure inside the cell. The above
stated conditions were indirectly examined using the freeze-thaw, desiccation and
plasmolysis treatments.
In the freeze-thaw treatment ice formed intercellularly and membranes were
damaged. This caused water to be removed from the cell and potentially released
hydrolytic enzymes in the intercellular spaces which could have weakened the cell
wall. In these tissues, the cells were wmpletely collapsed, the walls were severely
deformed, and the cell contents stained very densely. Therefore, the freeze-thaw

treatment created a cellular environment which satisfied al1 the above-stated
conditions required for cell collapse.
In the desiccation treatment, water was gradually removed from the tissue
and cells because the supply of water from the transpiration stream was cut-off.
However, it does not appear, at least in the early stages of desiccation, that cellular
cornpartmentalization was Iost.

The rnesophyll celk of these tissues were

somewhat collapsed, but their cell walls were not as severely defomied as those of
collapsed toxin-treated or freeze-thawed leaves. Therefore, water potential outside
the cells of desiccated tissue caused the celts to shrink but their cell walls were
probably not being degraded by enzymes released from inside the cell.
Finally, in the plasmolysis treatment, the cells were exposed to a very low
osmotic potential in the intercellular spaces for a brief moment as fixation was taking
place. Consequently, there was not enough time for the walls of these cells to be
degraded. The osmolarity of the fixative solution caused the plasma membrane to
pull away from the wall as the cytoplasm contracted. but the cell walls were not
significantly distorted. In surnmary, the so-called cornparison treatments seerned
to support the above-proposed conditions required for cel! wllapse, namely that wall
stiffness was reduced and water was drawn out of the cek
The importance of wall collapse or degradation has been proposed as a
primary or significant event in plant cell death in a number of situations. For
example. many plant pathogens are known to secrete hydrolytic enzymes which
attack plant cell walls (Bateman, 1976) and the activity of these enzymes often
seems to lead to plant cell death. For exarnple, Bucheli et al. (1990) found that
heat-labile factors. probably proteins, secreted by the rice pathogen Magnaporfhe
grisea solubilizes fragments from maire cell walls which kill maize cells. This ceIl

death could be a type of defense response elicited by the oligosaccharides released
by enzyme activity (Walton, 1994). Altematively, Basham and Bateman (1975)
showed that pectic enzymes wuld kill tobacco cells, not via the wall fragments
generated, but possibly through the weakened cell wall unable to support the
plasma membrane.

Alteration of wall structure and strength can also occur as part of normal
plant development.

McQueen-Mason and Cosgrove (1994) described the

weakening of hydrogen bonding between cellulose fibrils by expansin proteins which
are present in the cell wall. These proteins can putatively control the ability of cells
to expand by loosening wall structure. Another example of wall modification
involves the induction of endogenous cell wall degrading enzymes by heat in the

process of fruit softening (Okolie and Obasi, 1992). However, unlike the above two
processes, wall degradation induced by leaf-abscission leads tu or is very closely
associated with plant cell death. Cellulase expression is induced by ethylene, a
plant growth regulator which promotes abscission and fruit npening (Tucker et al.,
1991, and Ferrarese et al., 1995) and cell wall degradation seems to precede cell
death in ethylene-induced abscission of geranium petals.
Wall collapse has also been described as an important event in viral infection
and in plant cells exposed to fungal metabolites. Kofalvi et ai. (1995),exarnined the
wall collapse of wheat cells in response to wheat streak mosaic virus infection and
their findings indicated the induction of an endoxylanase, a potential corresponding
decrease in cross-linking of phenolics to cell wall polymers, and an altered ion
content of cell walls which might indirectly weaken them. The folding of geranium
root cell walls in response to Pythiurn ultimum fungal filtrates was exarnined by
Desilets et al. (1994). Their experirnents did not indicate that the wall folding was
due to hydrolysis of cellulose or pectin. They agreed with Hanchey's (1981)
interpretation of cell wall collapse in toxin treated plant tissues as reflecting a
change in wall plasticity or as a result of tissue desiccation but not due to wall
degradation as such.
In summary, there is support for the hypothesis that PtrToxA has an eariy
effect on cell wall integrity which could in tum lead to cell death. PtrToxA causes
mesophyil and epidenal cells to collapse. PtrToxA may be trapped in the cell wall
and have its primary effect there or it may reach the plasma membrane of
cytoplasm and trigger processes in the cell wall. Damage to the cell wall has been
documented as a significant event preceding or coinciding with ceIl death.

Hydrolysis of cell walls could decrease the osmotic potential of the intercellular
space by releasing a large number of solutes and thereby creating a water potential
gradient which would pull water from the cell and cause it to collapse.
Polysaccharides released by degradation of the plant cell wall can be a nutritional
source for the invading Ptr hyphae. Also, it would be more efficient for the fungus

io utilize the plant's endogenous enzymes to release these compounds than to
synthesize and export its own hydrolytic enzymes.
In spite of the above evidence suggesting that PtrToxA causes cell death via
the cell wall, there are some problems with this theory. Firstly, the PAS and
calcofluor staining did not indicate any significant degradation of polysaccharides
containing vicinal glycol groups or 1,Cplinkages respectively. It may be that these
two staining techniques were not sensitive to changes in these cell wall polymers
or that the changes occurred in other materials present in the cell wall such as
lignin, proteins. or even ionic content. Secondly, the collapse of toxin-treated cells
is a late event in the symptom development of necrotic lesions. By the time the
cells have collapsed, enzymes may have been released by a damaged plasma
membrane and water may have been lost from the cell as a consequence of toxinactivity elsewhere in the cell. Additionally, cells which show eariy symptoms of toxin
activity have disrupted contents but do not seem to have damaged walls. Also, it
is dimcult to imagine that hydrolytic cleavage of cell wall polymers could release
enough solutes in the intercellular space leading to a withdrawal of water from the
cell's interior because these compounds are generally difficult to digest. Finally, cell
collapse has been documented in tissues which have been drought-stressed
(Pearce and Beckett, 1987) or exposed to hyperosrnotic solutions (Oertli, 1986) but
which would not likely have been exposed to any hydrolytic enzymic activity
detrimental to wall integrity.
Catabolisrn of cytoplasm

In this section the degradation or presewation pattern of cytoplasmic

ultrastnicture is discussed as it may suggest a primary site of action of PtrToxA.
Surprisingly, in a11 treatmentç, including PtrToxA infiltration, freeze-thaw,

plasrnolysis and desiccation, the thylakoid membranal system was relatively
resistant to degradation. This is sornewhat contrary to the observations of Freernan
et al. (1995) which showed that chloroplasts had swollen grana 4 hours after

PtrToxA infiltration. The compact organization of thylakoid stacks may have
prevented access to these stnictures by catabolic enzymes in disrupted cells. Also,
the doubie membrane piastid envelope rnay provide an additional barrier to

penetration of the chloroplast by hydrolytic enzymes and may allow the chloroplast
to maintain control of the stroma despite disruption in the surrounding cytoplasrn.
The accumulation of large starch granules in the chloroplasts of many toxin-treated
cells indicates that chloroplast integrity was maintained long after the toxin had its
first detrimental effects. The independent functioning of the chloroplast in disrupted
cells is supported by the theory suggesting that chloroplasts originated as
photosynthetic prokaryotes which became endosymbionts within larger cells
(Margulis, 1993). This evolutionarytheory is partially based on the ability of isolated
chloroplasts to transcribe DNA into RNA and to synthesize proteins from amino
acids (Hoober, 1984). In addition, isolated chloroplasts have the ability to fix CO,
into starch (Batz et al., 1995)
The starch accumulation in chloroplasts of toxin-treated tissues, especially
in those of collapsed cells, is somewhat muntenntuitive. PtrToxA seems to disrupt
the ability of sensitive cells to prevent water loss which can be accomplished by
solute accumulation and a consequent reduction in osmotic potential.

The

formation of starch granules would not only reduce the concentration of osmotically
active molecules in the chloroplast but may also reduce it in the cytoplasm if
precursors of starch synthesis are imported into the chloroplast. This potential
change in osmotic potential could aggravate the cellular water loss. However, the
opposite reaction has been documented for leaves of soybean (Cortes and Sinclair,
1987) and for leaves of cotton (Ackerson and Hebert, 1981) in response to water

stress. It was suggested that the starch accumulation decreased the cellular
osmotic volume thereby facilitating osmotic adjustment (Ackerson and Hebert,
1981).

Evidence of tonoplast breakdown as an eariy symptom of toxin activity was
already discussed with respect to disrupted water relations in affected cells. The
rupture of the tonoplast would not only have significantly altered the pH and ionic
conditions of the cytoplasrn. it would also have released a number of hydrolytic
enzymes capable of catabolizing the cell contents. The accumulation of densely
staining precipitate in the vacuoles of certain toxin-ireaied cells, particularly
epidermal and outer bundle sheath cells, also indicates sorne disniption of the
vacuolar contents may have been an early effect of toxin activity. The collapsed
dense staining appearance of frozen-thawed cells, which were likely
decompartmentalized by intercellular ice-formation, is similar to the appearance of
toxin-treated cells. This similanty further suggests a similar decompartmentalization
which occurred in toxin-treated cells due to tonoplast failure.
The effect of PtrToxA on the plasma membrane is more difficult to
characterize. In cells where it appeared that the tonoplast had been niptured, the
plasma membrane did not seem to have been broken. In mesophyll cells which
were completely collapsed, the density of staining in the cytoplasm made it difficult
to discem the presence and condition of the plasma membrane. Kwon et al. (1996)
developed the electmlyte leakage bioassay based on plasma membrane damage
reported by Freeman et al. (1995). However, Freeman et al. (1995) indicated that
chloroplasts were the first structures to be affected by PtrToxA and did not directly
address the effect of the toxin on the plasma membrane. In one of their published
micrographs the plasma membrane of a severely disrupted mesophyil cell appears
slightly invaginated but unbroken. There are however, reasons to believe that the
plasma membrane was damaged at some point by toxin activity.
The drastic changes which would have occurred in the cytopiasm following
the proposed tonoplastic disruption could have damaged the plasma membrane
from the inside. The electrolyte leakage which was detected by Kwon et al. (1 996)
after a few hours of toxin exposure is also suggestive of the failure of the plasma
membrane funcüon and possibly of its structure. The collapsed appearance of
some of the toxin-treated cells implies that the plasma membrane was incapable of

retaining or regulating solute movement and therefore water loss. Again this is
similar to the appearance of frozen-thawed cells which probably had ruptured
plasma membranes.

Hypothetically, if the plasma membrane fails, the wall

becomes the selectively pemeabie membrane and it permits ions and small
molecules such as simple sugars and amino acids but not large polyrners and
cornplex çtnictures io diffuse out of the cell. This loçs of osmoiically active solutes

would consequently cause a massive efflux of water. This would leave only dense
staining substances like proteins and structures like thylakoid stacks in the
collapsed cells. In addition, the dehydration of collapsed cells would likely prevent
further degradation of the remaining contents because of the inactivation of
hydrolytic enzymes.
It should be noted that once Pyrenophora tritici-repentis has penetrated the
interior of the leaf that its growth is strictly intercellular (Dushnicky et al., 1996, and
Lamari and Bernier, 1989b). The continued growth of the fungus depends on a
constant supply of nutrients from the leaf tissue, and since the cells are not
penetrated. the nutrients must somehow be released. Toxin activity could be
important in this regard by increasing the peneabilty of the mesophyll cell plasma
membranes.

Wall appositions
Wall appositions, formed between the plasma membrane and cell wall of
healthy-appearing mesophyll cells in regions immediately opposite to cells which
have been collapsed or disrupted due to toxin activity, were observed quite
frequently in TEM micrographs. The formation of these structures is not only an
interesting, although surprising, reaction of cells which have been treated with
PtrToxA, but also might provide some ciues as to the activity of this toxin.
Papillae are a type of plant cell wall apposition which forms in response to
physical andfor chernical stimuli of invading fungi (Aist, 1976). Another type of wall
apposition is the wound plug and its formation can be incited by a nurnber of
treatments including pressure. cutüng, insertion of microneedles, heat or chemicals.
The formation of papillae has often been implicated as a plant disease resistance

mechanism (Sherwood and Vance, 1976. Ride and Pearce, 1979, and Bonhoff et

al., 1987) and it may prevent fungal ingress into the cell wall. In addition, papillae
and wound plugs rnay prevent a loss of ions from damaged cells or the rnovernent

of enzymes of toxic molecules into them (Wheeler, 1974, and Ride, 1978).

Callose is assumed to be the comrnon constituent of wall appositions (Aist,
N E ) ,but the incorporation of oiher cornpounds is more variable. For exampie,
Shewood and Vance (1976) found papillae of reed canarygrass contained lignin,

callose and cellulose but not pectin. On the other hand, while Benhamou and
Lafontaine (1995) also found lignin and callose in wall appositions of tornatoes. they
detected much less cellulose than pectin. Callose content of wall appositions
observed in toxin-treated wheat tissues was confirmed by aniline blue staining. In
electron micrographs, structures cornposed of 1,3-P-glucans, such as callose,
should appear electron lucent or unstained (Skalamera and Heath, 1995).
However, these wall appositions in TEM micrographs were not electron lucent but
rather had a light- to da&-gray appearance. This suggests that these appositions
also contained other materials, such as lignin. Lignin has been detected in the
papilla of wheat (Ride and Pearce, 1979) and phenolic compounds and lignification
were implicated in the thickening of cell walls in the defense reaction of wheat to

Ptr infection (Dushnicky et al., 1998). In addition, the cross-linking of lignin to
callose in wall appositions is expected to create a more impewious composite with
some fungicidal activity (Benhamou and Lafontaine, 1995).
Callose is usually only deposited in response to stress, wounding, or
pathogenesis in plants (Ohana et al., 1993). Therefore, there are some specific
signals which tngger callose synthesis and its corresponding deposition in wall
appositions.

Experirnents by Foissner (1990) suggest that wall appositions

formation is induced in characeaen algal cells by a cytoplasmic influx of calcium
ions. Calcium induction of callose synthesis by the plasma membrane bound 1,343glucan synthase has been well documented (Kauss, 1987). It has been proposed
that elicitors, such as chitosan. can disrupt the plasma membrane, and thereby
allow leakage of electrolytes such as K+, depolarize the plasma membrane, and

most significantly permit an influx of Ca2+from the apoplasm.
However, tow'n-treated tissues have not been invaded by fungi and therefore
should not contain any fungal derived elicitors to disrupt the membrane, cause an
influx of calcium and thus induce callose deposition. Therefore, if callose deposition
was elicited by a compound from outside the cell, 1 must have been of plant origin.

Mathieu et ai. (1991) iound that oiigogaiacturonides, wnicn are short segments of
polygalacturonic acid likely the result of pectin degradation, could depolarize the
plasma membrane, acidifjt the cytoplasm and cause an influx of ca2+. Hence, the
deposition of cailose-containing wall appositions in cells neighbouring toxincollapsed cells supports the previously stated hypothesis for cell wall degradation
induced by PtrToxA activity.
An alternative explanation for callose synthesis involves a reported activator

of callose synthase, pfumiryl-P-glucoside (FG) (Ohana et al., 1991) which is located
in the vacuole (Ohana et al., 1993). It was shown that iowering of cytoplasmic pH
redistributed FG from the vacuole to the cytoplasm and that this redistribution was
accompanied by an elicitation of callose synthesis. Tonoplast damage, which was
suggested as a result of toxin activity, would create the conditions usually
associated with induction of callose synthesis. As mentioned earlier, tonoplast
rupture would decrease cytoplasmic pH, release Ca2+,which is one of the ions
sequestered in the vacuole, and release FG, an activator of callose synthase.
However, callose was not usually observed in the collapsed or severely
disrupted cells, but in their relatively healthy neighbours. The frequent observation
of plasmodesmata between collapsed and healthy cells of toxin-treated tissue

where wall appositions were fomed suggests that cell-to-ceIl communication may
be involved in the deposition of callose. Plasmodesmata, which f o n a bridge of
cytoplasm and endoplasmic reticulum across cell walls, allow relatively free flow of
ions, exchange of metabolites and - srnall molecules with a molecular weight less
than 850-900 Da (Lucas et al., 1993). Plasmodesmata also appear to be able to
trafic plant viruses and endogenously synthesized proteins. Interestingly, 1,343glucan synthase is involved in the regulation of size exclusion limit of

plasmodesmata.
The following hypothesis is therefore proposed to explain the deposition of
callose-containing wall appositions. PtrToxA dismpts the tonoplast of a sensitive
wheat cell and protons, ca2' and FG are released into the cytoplasm. These
substances can freely diffuse into the neighbouring cell, which has not yet been
affected by the toxin, via the plasmodesrnata. These signalç irigger the synthesis
of callose in the unaffected cells and cause the formation of the wall appositions.

These wall appositions not only prevent the movement of harrnful substances
across the cell wall but also seal off the cytoplasmic connection thereby preventing
the diffusion of any other potentially damaging substances from the moribund cell,
possibly including the toxin itself.
Callose deposition by cells of toxin-treated plant tissues has previously been
reported in two other cases. Walton and Earie (1985) observed that susceptible,
but not resistant. oat protoplasts formed a callose-containing amorphous
extracellular wall material in response to the host-specific toxin victorin. No
connection was found between extracellular polysaccharide synthesis and calcium,
which is usually an important regulator of this process. It should however be noted
that protoplast viability required a minimum concentration of 1 mM CaCI, and this
limited the types of experhents that could be conducted to examine the effect of
calcium on wall deposition. Wall deposition was observed within 1 hour of toxin
treatment arid was prevented by inhibitors of protein and RNA synthesis provided
to the cells 12 hours pnor to the toxin.
Synthesis of calloseantaining extracellular wall material was also descnbed
in Japanese pear leaves treated with AK-toxin (Park, 1998). These studies. as was
described earlier, indicated ion-leakage from the plasma membranes at the
plasmodesmata in response to the toxin and this is where deposition of
carbohydrates was observed. Anti-1,3-pglucan monodonal antibody indicated a
positive reacüon at the wall appositions, at the plasma membrane and in the Golgi
apparatus.

It was suggested that AK-toxin disrupted the plasma membrane,

induced hyperfuncüon of exocytosis to the regions of membrane disruption, and

caused Golgi synthesized glucan to be deposited at Vie plasmodesmata ptior to cell
death. The involvement of Golgi apparatus in callose deposition is not supported
by the experiments of Skalamera and Heath (1996) which showed that inhibitors of

Golgi-associated vesicle transfer did not reduce callose deposition in response to
fungal infection. Kauss (1996) suggests that there is much more evidence to
support plasma membrane-localized callose synthesis than there is for the Golgi

apparatus.
In the cases of victorin and AK-toxin it appeared that wall deposition was a
direct result of toxin activity. However, the results of this experiment with PtrToxA
suggest that wall appositions are a protective reaction in response to the toxininduced death of neighbourhg cells and not a direct effect of the toxin. This could
be viewed as an indication that toxin activity does not impair the abi1.W of cells to

defend themselves against fungal invasion. Conversely, it wuld be argued that the
toxin had not yet affected the cells which reacted by forrning the wall apposition.

CONCLUSIONS

PtrToxA caused the disruption and collapse of the rnesophyll, outer bundle
sheath, and epidemal cells. It did not seem to affect the cells within the vascular
bundle, including the inner bundle sheath, or the stomatal guard cells. It is
proposed that the thicker walls of the mestome sheath and stomatal guard cells
prevented the toxin from reaching the cell surface and thereby protected these cells
from toxin activity.
PtrToxA may have a primary effect on the tonoplast. Some cells, apparently
in the early stages of toxin-induced disruption, had relatively intact organelles
distributed throughout their volume indicating that the tonoplast was no longer
confining thern to perimeter of the cell. These cells also still seemed to have an
intact plasma membrane. PtrToxA disrupted the water relations of plant cells and
the vacuole is an important cornponent of the osmoregulatory system. The delayed
reaction of sensitive wheat leaf cells to toxin activity and the large size of PtrToxA
compared to other host-selective taxins suggested a convoluted path followed by
the toxin to its site of activity. This path could consist of endocytosis of the toxin into
a vesicle followed by the incorporation of this toxin-containing vesicle into the
vacuole where it could have its initial detrimental effect, The vacuolar destination for
the endocytosed vesicle is probable since the vacuole is a component of the
endomembrane system to which vesicles are often directed.
Mesophyll cells in the late stages of toxin-induced necrosis were severely
collapsed and had densely staining cytoplasm similar in appearance to cells
subjected to the freeze-thaw treatrnent. PAS and calcofluor staining of the walls of
these cells did not indicate a significant loss of polysaccharides containing vicinal
glycols or cellulose respectively. It therefore does not appear that the toxin had any
detrimental effect on the structure of cell walls which would have lead to death of
these cells. There were large starch granules interspersed within the thylakoid
remnants of these collapsed cells. This suggests that the chloroplasts were not the
primary sites of PtrToxA activity.
Wall appositions were deposited between the plasma membrane and ce11

wall of healthy-appearing cells in regions opposite cells which had been damaged

by toxin activity. These wall appositions reacted positively with aniline blue
indicating the presence of callose. Many of these appositions occurred in the
vicinity of plasmodesrnata connecting the healthy and toxin-affected cells and they
seemed to act as a seal between these cells. These observations lead to a
hypothesis further invoiving PtrToxA-induced tonopiast darnage. it was proposed

that the tonoplast of the affected cell was darnaged by the PtrToxA activty and that
this released substances which activate callose synthesis into the cytoplasm.
These elicitor substances diffused into the healthy-appearing cell via the
plasmodesmata and initiated callose deposition at the surface of its plasma
membrane.
lmmunogold labelling is a microscopie technique which could veriw the
validity of the hypothesis suggesting that the tonoplast is the site of action for
PtrToxA, It couid also show whether or not PtrToxA is able to diffuse across the cell

walls of guard cells or of the mestome sheath. If the tonoplast hypothesis is valid,
labelling should be observed in vesicles and in the vacuole. However, it is possible
that the toxin binds to a receptor on the surface of the plasma membrane and
triggers a signal inside the cell.
Finally, the effect of PtrToxA on isolated tonoplast from wheat cells might
also provide some valuable insight.

For example PtrToxA might alter the

permeability of the tonoplast to protons and thereby disnipt the electrochemical
potential across this membrane.
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